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Student teaching
program changed
By ('lady Saopli
Editorial Editor
Students who planned on doing their
student leaching in the CincinnatiDayton area winter quarter, will have to
make some last minute changes in their
plans
According to the student teaching
office, the University has discontinued
its student teaching program in
southwestern Ohio.
William Karris, director of student
teaching, said the decision came about
when Miami University cancelled its
reciprocal agreement with Bowling
Green
"WE HAVE an arrangement with
Miami saying they would supervise our
students in the Cincinnati-Dayton area
and we would supervise their student
teachers in the Cleveland area. But
Miami has had a budget squeeze and this
eliminated any possibility of them
sending a supervisor to the area." he
said.
Karris said he has a choice between
cancelling the program in the area or
hiring a supervisor to cover the
southwestern Ohio schools.
"To send a supervisor down there
ourselves, we would have to make an
equivalent load of i about 20) students
every quarter and. financially, this
doesn't make sense," he said.

According to Karris, about 15 students
applied to teach in the Cincinnati-Dayton
area winter quarter. Ke said if a
supervisor were sent to cover
southwestern Ohio, he would be wasting
his time going from one location to
another in his attempt to supervise the
student teachers.
Dr. William York, chairman of the
department of education, said he did not
foresee any arrangement to provide
student teachers with a supervisor in this
area in the near future
Ke said the student teachers who were
scattered in the area could not receive
adequate supervision when the
supervisor is spending the majority of
his time "riding the circuit" (traveling
from school to school within the
southwestern Ohio area)
ANOTHER solution would be
establishing an agreement with another
University in the area. Dr. York said this
was possible but it would require the
same kind of reciprocity agreement the
University had with Miami.
"The University of Cincinnati is
almost out of the question because most
of their students live at home and teach
in the Cincinnati area rather than going
to other cities. It's hard to find the
unique kinds of circumstances that we
shared with Miami," he said.
Dr. Karris said the students who
applied to student teach in the
Cincinnati-Dayton area winter quarter

were informed they could plead their
cases before a screening committee.
Four students did. and they were
accepted as hardship cases and allowed
to teach in the area for which they
applied
The Student Arbitration Board has
received two requests to investigate the
situation.
According to Douglas Wetgle. (B.A.)
senior, chairman of the board, requests
were filed by the Student Body
Organization and two students who are
currently student teaching at the
Reading Middle School in Reading, a
suburb of Cincinnati.
DEBORAH Day, senior (Ed), and
Mark Stout, senior (Ed), formally
requested the investigation in a memo to
Weigle saying, "It is our understanding
that every quarter there are at least 20 to
SO students who request this area as their
first preference for sludenlteaching This
certainly seems to be a large enough
number to warrant Bowling Green hiring
its own supervisor for the area."
Dr. Karris said the situation has
nothing to do with the student teaching
office or the University.
"We just can't afford to send a
supervisor unless we have a guaranteed
number of students going down there
every quarter to student teach. If Miami
called us tomorrow and said 'we'll take
your student teachers,' we would send
them," he said.

Aim to guard peace'

China delegates arrive
byKiMiMilni

Main Street

A preliminary report detigned to update the city* Matter nan criticized the
"deteriorating and dirty" appearance of downtown bowling Green.

Report cites problems
with business district
By Harold Browi
AtfI. ManigiBg Editor
Bowling Green's downtown weakness
lies in its failure to keep pace with the
changing demands of its market,
according to a preliminary report
designed to aid the updating of the city's
Master Plan
The report was completed by
Samborn. Steketee. Otis and Evans of
Toledo, Bowling Green's planning
consultants.
The report cites scattered, unrelated
and vacant stores as contributing to the
central business district's "weak
competitive position."
THE REPORT breaks down the
potential retail market for the downtown
area into three groups:
1) Residents of the older portion of the
city;
1) Employees and visitors to the
downtown area for purposes other than
shopping, and
3 (University students.
The accessibility of the downtown area
remains strong for the people in the first
group, according to the report. "Of
particular importance are the services
and goods to the elderly residents who
reside in central areas." it states.
The report encourages merchants to
maintain and strengthen this group's
historic association with the downtown
area.
The second group is made up of peopU
who come to Bowling Green because it is
the county seat. Also included are people
who visit the city because of the number
of attorneys, chartered accountants and
banks located here.
"These visitors and those people
employed in government or related
positions have strong potential as
customers in competitive reUU
shopping, restaurants and personal
services," the report said

"THE PROXIMITY of the downtown
to the University campus is a potential
asset to downtown business," according
to the report.
The major recommendation to attract
this group is to meet their basic
requirements.
"These include personal goods, retail
outlets, automotive and related sales.
entertainment and eating places, drug
and general stores and gift and speciality
shops." the report said.
The planners believe the strength of
the downtown area lies in its capability to
"capture and hold" the market potential
of the second and third group
Strengths of the downtown area are
listed in the report as administrative
offices of the city and county, offices of
attorneys, real estate and financial
institutions and competitive retail
shopping outlets.
PARKING FACILITIES are also
criticized. Recommended is the
construction of attractive pedestrian
paths from off-street parking lots into
the business district. "Alleys could be
utilized, or old buildings could be
removed," the report said.
If this plan were carried out, the report
suggests that on-street parking on Main
and Wooster Streets be eliminated to
relieve congestion.
It was also suggested that the back
side of the core blocks be considered for
new parking areas.
"Clough Street and East and West
Court Streets In the first block on either
side of Main Street should be considered
for closing as they offer little downtown
access or circulation," the report said.
This would allow pedestrian
movement and extend a plaza effect to
he north and south ends of the area, It
laid.
THE REPORT is critical of the
appearance of many of the buildings in
the downtown area. "Buildings are
deteriorating and dirty. At the

intersection of Main and Wooster Streets
and continuing east on Wooster Street is
a long stretch of blank brick walls," the
report siad.
"Store signs are huge and contrast ,
treatment of facade relative to function
is missing. A cohesive image of
downtown is lacking," it stated.
In conclusion, the report warns that
local government cannot be expected to
accomplish all the needed improvements
on its own.
The report suggests that government
aid through improvement levies,
maintaining and improving their own
facilities, and planning and coordination.
"But the spark and drive must come
from the occupants of downtown," it
stated

NEW YORK (API- Communist
China's chief delegates to the United
Nations flew into New York yesterday
announcing that their aim was
"safeguarding the international peace
and promoting human progress."
The historic linkup between Red China
and the international organization was a
two-stage affair. The 44-member
delegation split into two groups and
traveled in separate planes They had
spent the night in Paris.
The first contingent included the top
men in the delegation. As they debarked
at Kennedy Airport, demonstrators for
and against them sang, chanted and
raised banners-but out of sight and sound
of the Chinese visitors.
The pro-Red Chinese sang paeans to
Communist party chairman Mao Tsetung. waved red banners and displayed
signs reading, "warmly welcome our
delegates from motherland."
THE COUNTER-demonstrators
branished signs reading "down with
Mao" and one which urged the arriving
Chinese to "Defect Now."
The Chinese delegation was voted into
the United Nations Oct. 25. replacing
Nationalist China. Leading it are Deputy
Foreign Minister Chiao Kuanhua, and his
chief deputy, Kuang Kus. Security
Council representative, head of the
permanent delegation and former
Chinese ambassador to Canada
"They were friendly, polite, animated

md delightful traveling companions"
said Peter Steward, who crossed the
Atlantic with the initail Chinese group
aboard an Air France 707.
Waiting for the Chinese on the brisk
autumn day were official greeters from
the United Nations and the City of New
York, and Albanian. Pakistani and
Zambian representatives from the
United Nations.
ALSO ON HAND was a six-man

Commission adopts
price increase guide
WASKINGTON (API- The President's
Price Commission adopted complex
guidelines yesterday requiring postfreeze price increases to be justified by
legitimate business costs and aimed at
holding the national inflation rate to 2.5
per cent a year.
The new guidelines will be effective
for the Phase 2 economic period that
begins at 12:01 a.m. Sunday, but an
immediate upsurge of retail prices next
week may be effectively blocked by a
commission rule requiring posted price
lists.
"This means that some prices will go
down," siad Price Commission
Chairman C. Jackson Grayson. "Some

Group to vote on proposal

Coupon credit pending
The Food Service Evaluation
Committee will vote Monday on a
proposal to give students credit toward
next quarter's meal coupons for their
unused fall quarter coupons.
Committee chairman Christopher
Hawk, sophomore (A&S), doesn't give
the proposal much chance of passing.
Kawk said the general consensus at the
last meeting was that most of the
committee members don't want to
change any part of the system until next
quarter, but he added, "I intend to call
for a vote just to make it official."
The committee was set up last week by
the administration to study the food
service
system
and
make
recommendations to the vice president
of operations.
Although the committee has no real

power itself, J. Claude Scheuerman. vice
president of operations has indicated he
would generally follow the committee's
recommendations.
Kawk said the committee thinks
changing the policy in the middle of the
quarter to allow students to carry over
unused coupons would not be fair to the
students who have already sold coupon
books at a reduced price.
Scheuerman said he would like to see
the minimum of $160 of coupons reduced
by next quarter, but to change the
system this quarter might not be
feasible.
Hawk estimated that 400 students are
trying to sell coupons they don't need at
reduced ratal.
The Student Body Organization (SBO)

Communist Chinese team who arrived
Monday as an advance party. They had
made arrangements for the new Chinese
delegation to take over the entire 14th
floor of the Roosevelt Kotel in mldtown
Manhattan at a cost of about S3,300 a
day. It consists of 72 rooms.
Kow far away from the Roosevelt the
Red Chinese will be able to venture
remained s under consideration by
administration policy makers in
Washington.

earlier in the quarter set up a coupon
exchange. Mike Sprague, student body
vice president for rules and regulations,
said so far they have had 71 sellers and
only three buyers. Ke said be could
exchange 14300 worth of coupons If he
had the buyers.
"All you have to do is look at the
figures to know something is wrong,"
Sprague said. "People are trying to sell
their coupons for half price."
Even though meal coupons probably
won't be good next quarter, most
students shouldn't end up with extra
coupons, Kawk said.
"I would advise kids to buy frozen
steaks or cans of peaches if they think
they will have coupons left over," be
said.

will not increase at all. Some will go up
more than 2.5 per cent."
The commission shied away from
adopting a general price standard
applying to the nation's businesses, but
instead laid down general rules covering
prices by manufacturers, retailers,
wholesalers, service industries and
professionals.
The basic guideline is this: Only price
increases that can be justified on the
basis of cost increases, minus any
amount of worker productivity gains,
will be allowed. If the price is over 2.5
per cent and can be justified by this
formula, it will be allowed by the
commission.
But the price boost may not be so great
as to cause an increase in a company's
pre-tax profit rates, measured as a
percentage of sales. In other words,
profits can increase only through a rise
in sales volume if a price increase is
involved.

Council
petitions
Petitions for students wishing to
run for Student Council's eight
empty seats will be available Nov.
17, in room 405 Student Services
Bldg. according to Mike Sprague,
vice president for rules and
regulations of the Student Body
Organization (SBO).
Sprague said students must be in
good standing with the University to
qualify for candidacy. Each student
must receive 50 signatures on his
petition and turn it In by November
23.
..The elections will be held
Decembers.
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AAcCosh copes with temper
after suspension last season
By Agostoa A. Varsaayl
Assistant Sporti Editor
Hockey coach Jack Vivian
predicts very few temper
tantrums this season for
center Gordy McCosh.
It seems McCosh has done a
great deal of "growing up"
since his five-game
suspension last season which
was handed him by Vivian for
misconduct on the ice.
"In his first couple of years
he was rather undisciplinedcoming out of junior hockey
where they tolerated
flamboyant play," said
Vivian.
Vivian feels that this season
McCosh is on his way, having
solved his temper problem.

Puck
placer

km center Qocdy
McCosh wai plagued latl
year
with
discipline
PfobUrm. Thi» icaton ho it
a likely prospact foe lh«
iNDl'l icoring title.

"IT'S PRETTY DAMNED
hard to discipline somebody
with 3,500 fans encouraging
and only one coach opposing,"
said Vivian.
"I think he's finally come of
age, though. He can now
control himself," added
Vivian.
Immediately after the
Clarkson game last season
McCosh was suspended

because Vivian felt that his
actions were "detrimental to
the Bowling Green hockey
program."
This season McCosh's
actions at center are still
detrimental, but only for the
opposition.
"If I had to I'd do the same
thing again (suipend
McCosh),"
Vivian
emphatically stated,
"...irregardless of the
consequences-win, loose, or
draw."
For two consecutive years
Vivian's junior center from
Ajax, Ontario, has been a top
contender for the team's
scoring title.
Each year
McCosh has been deprived of

<?

sporrs
Price freeze curtails increase
of Faicon hockey ticket prices
By Jack O'Breia
Assistant Snorts Editor
President Nixon's wageprice freeie has proved a
blessing for Bowling Green
hockey fans.
As a result of the current
freeze, the Bowling Green
athletic department was
unable to institute the
scheduled increase in hockey
ticket prices.
The proposed ticket policy
was announced last Feb. 17 by
former athletic director Bob
Bell. The proposal called for
an increase in adult reserve
seat tickets from $1.00 to
WOO, student tickets from SO
cents to 75 cents, with a
general admission charge of
•1.50 at the gate. It was
approved by the athletic
committee early last year.
However, the wage-price

freeze which began August 15
and will end Saturday at
midnight halted the ticket
price increase.
"We are caught In a pinch,"
said Athletic Director Dick
Young.
"We budgeted on the
projected income from the
new ticket prices, but the
federal freeze prohibited us
from raising prices," he
added
THE ONLY CHANGE in the
hockey ticket policy for this
year was the elimination of
the individual game facultystaff ticket category. This
was done to arrive at a
consistency of ticket policy
among all fund raising sports,
according to Young.
Before the elimination of
the faculty-staff individual
game ticket category for

hockey, it was the only sport
for which the faculty could
purchase individual game
tickets at a discount rate.
However, the faculty and staff
still receive a special rate on
season hockey tickets just as
they do for season football and
basketball passes.
The change in student
purchasing procedure for
hockey, whereby a student
must purchase a 50 cent
student ticket in advance or
pay $1.50 at the gate for a
general admission seat, was
done in an attempt to achieve
crowd control.
Previously
students could buy 50 cent
tickets at the gate.
Regarding crowd size, the
athletic department has given
some consideration to the
erection of temporary
bleachers at the north end of

GENERAL

Hockey series a "sell-out";
limited seating in Ice Arena
This weekend's hockey
series with Michigan State has
been declared a sell-out
according to Jim Krone.
Director of Tickets and
Promotion.
When contacted yesterday
afternoon at 1:46 Krone
commented there were only a
hundred tickets left for each
night and that they would be
gone within the hour.
Concerning the placement
of bleachers in the north end
of the Ice Arena for additional
seating, Krone said the
possibility was discussed by
the Athletic Department but
was discarded
"THE SEATING would be
limited anyway. The first four

rows of the bleachers would forget this week and buy your
be eliminated because of the tickets early for next week's
boards and also it would games.
eliminate the standing-roomonly in that area," said Krone.
"We would only pick up about
100 additional seats and we
would have to erect the
bleachers and tear them down
before and after each game."
The reason for having to
move the bleachers after each
game is that the north end of
the Ice Arena is used for
various physical education
classes and the bleachers
would interfere with these
classes
So if you were planning or
attending the hockey series
this weekend and don't have a
ticket yet, you had better

the Ice Arena for hockey
games.
"If we can accommodate
more people safely we intend
to do it." commented Young.
"The addition of bleachers for
financial reasons is a minor
concern."
"We also have a space
problem at that end of the
arena because of the other
uses of that space by KPE
classes and indoor track," he
added. "We have to consider
what effect the erection of
bleachers would have on these
activities.
THE PROPOSED ticket
price increases for this season
were designed to increase the
subsidy for the overall hockey
program. The reason stated
by Young was largely to
accommodate the increase in
the program because of better
scheduling and more
extensive recruiting.
"The only thing we're trying
to do is get hockey in line with
the other major sports,"
explained Young.
"OUR ORIGINAL hockey
ticket policy was set up under
a club basis when we (the
athletic department) were
trying to cultivate it
(hockey)," he added. "We
were trying to get people to
come to the games rather
than sell tickets."
Young pointed out that
hockey has changed
tremendously in the past
couple of years. Fans are
seeing a better quality of
hockey than they did in the
past.
"It's a whole new ball
game," explained the former
head Falcon baseball coach.
"It is going from minor league
to major league."
"You can't go from
operating a team that plays
local hockey clubs to a
program featuring Michigan
State and Clarkson, etc.,
without an increase in
operating funds." he added.
"People want to see good
hockey but don't want to pay
for it," commented Young.
"At 50 cents (student price)
we can't keep the same
caliber of competition."
Students now have
approximately 90 per cent of
the seating area in the arena,
with
the
remaining
percentage of the seating
space going to reserve ticket
holders.
Young indicated a general
revamping of the whole
athletic department ticket
pricing and policy will
probably occur within one
year.
As for now, fans can enjoy
Falcon hockey at "bargain
prices" because next season
prices will increase to the
scheduled rate, barring any
action taken by President
Nixon limiting entertainment
ticket price increases

playing a full season for the
icers.
Last year, for example,
McCosh boasted a record of 40
total points-14 goals and 26
assists in only It games.
In addition to the selfinflicted
five-game
suspension, McCosh was out
for nine games because of
injuries sustained in the Ohio
State series.

"UNFORTUNATELY,
when you have a good hockey
player, everybody takes after
him," Vivian said.
"Ohio
State does have a rough team,
and during the game a kid
clubbed McCosh across the
neck, causing a vertebra
problem the rest of the
season."
McCosh, however, It
starting his third season for
the Falcons in top physical
and mental condition. Again
this season he will be
contending for the team's
scoring title. But McCosh
feels that it does not matter
who scores the goals as long
as the team wins.
"I'm not worrying about a
scoring championship,"
McCosh said. "I just like to
help the team win."
"If I get the points, fine; if
someone else on the team gets
them, that's fine too," he
added.
Last season McCosh wound
up second in a combination

center-defense role. Of the Michigan State
two positions he prefers
center.
"YOU CANT take anything
"I can get into the play away from Michigan State
more often at center and I They're an established team,
really enjoy handling the whereas we're still building,"
puck," McCosh said. "On McCosh said. "The only way
defense if you make a mistake we can establish ourselves is
you're the last one there, by winning this weekend."
while on offense, if you make
McCosh feels that the team
a mistake there is still the should take one game at a
defense."
time and he gives little
McCosh who always likes to credence to NCAA title talk.
be in the middle of the action,
according to Vivian, will
"I don't go along with
probably see more than his NCAA
championship
share this weekend as he will predictions yet," said
be managing the puck against McCosh. "I'd love to see it.

and the whole team would
love to see it, but hockey is a
game of the breaks and you
work for your own breaks."
The Falcon icers will not be
playing against the Ryerson
Rams this weekend, and as
McCosh said, the team will
have to make its own breaks.
Michigan State is an
established team and will not
be giving breaks to anyone.
McCosh, however, has
indicated by his past
performance that he can
make his own breaks-as long
as his temper remains under
control in the process.

Everyone in this photo seams to be baffled about where the
puck is. Even Gordy
troHic jam.

McCosh, No. 7, is caught up in this
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Student teaching
program changed
By Cindy Saoplt
Editorial Editor
Students who planned on doing their
student teaching in the CincinnatiDayton area winter quarter, will have to
make some last minute changes in their
plans.
According to the student teaching
office, the University has discontinued
its student teaching program in
southwestern Ohio
William Karris, director of student
teaching, said the decision came about
when Miami University cancelled its
reciprocal agreement with Bowling
Green.
"WE HAVE an arrangement with
Miami saying they would supervise our
students in the Cincinnati-Dayton area
and we would supervise their student
teachers in the Cleveland area. But
Miami has had a budget squeeze and this
eliminated any possibility of them
sending a supervisor to the area." he
said.
Karris said he has a choice between
cancelling the program in the area or
hiring a supervisor to cover the
southwestern Ohio schools.
"To send a supervisor down there
ourselves, we would have to make an
equivalent load of (about 201 students
every quarter and. financially, this
doesn't make sense," he said.

According to Karris, about 15 students
applied to teach in the Cincinnati-Dayton
area winter quarter. Ke said if a
supervisor were sent to cover
southwestern Ohio, he would be wasting
his time going from one location to
another in his attempt to supervise the
student teachers.
Dr. William York, chairman of the
department of education, said he did not
foresee any arrangement to provide
student teachers with a supervisor in this
area in the near future
Ke said the student teachers who were
scattered in the area could not receive
adequate supervision when the
supervisor is spending the majority of
his time "riding the circuit" (traveling
from school to school within the
southwestern Ohio area I.
ANOTHER solution would be
establishing an agreement with another
University in the area. Dr. York said this
was possible but it would require the
same kind of reciprocity agreement the
University had with Miami.
"The University of Cincinnati is
almost out of the question because most
of their students live at home and teach
in the Cincinnati area rather than going
to other cities. It's hard to find the
unique kinds of circumstances that we
shared with Miami," he said.
Dr. Karris said the students who
applied to student teach in the
Cincinnati-Dayton area winter quarter

were informed they could plead their
cases before a screening committee.
Four students did, and they were
accepted as hardship cases and allowed
to teach In the area for which they
applied.
The Student Arbitration Board has
received two requests to investigate the
situation.
According to Douglas Weigle, (B.A.)
senior, chairman of the board, requests
were filed by the Student Body
Organization and two students who are
currently student teaching at the
Reading Middle School In Reading, a
suburb of Cincinnati.
DEBORAH Day, senior (Ed I, and
Mark Stout, senior (Ed), formally
requested the investigation in a memo to
Weigle saying. "It is our understanding
that every quarter there are at least 20 to
30 students who request this area as their
first preference for studentteaching.Thls
certainly seems to be a large enough
number to warrant Bowling Green hiring
its own supervisor for the area."
Dr. Karris said the situation has
nothing to do with the student teaching
office or the University.
"We just can't afford to send a
supervisor unless we have a guaranteed
number of students going down there
every quarter to student teach. If Miami
called us tomorrow and said 'we'll take
your student teachers,' we would send
them." he said.

Aim to 'guard peace'

China delegates arrive
Main Street

A preliminary report dtskjned to update the city'i Matter Mart critkized the
"deteriorating and dirty" appearance of downtown Bowling Green.

Report cites problems
with business district
By Harold Brown
Aitt. Maaaglag Editor
Bowling Green's downtown weakness
lies in its failure to keep pace with the
changing demands of its market,
according to a preliminary report
designed to aid the updating of the city's
Master Plan
The report was completed by
Samborn, Steketee. Otis and Evans of
Toledo. Bowling Green's planning
consultants.
The report cites scattered, unrelated
and vacant stores as contributing to the
central business district's "weak
competitive position.''
THE REPORT breaks down the
potential retail market for the downtown
area into three groups:
1) Residents of the older portion of the
city;
2) Employees and visitors to the
downtown area for purposes other than
shopping, and
J)University students.
The accessibility of the downtown area
remains strong for the people in the first
group, according to the report. "Of
particular importance are the services
and goods to the elderly residents who
reside in centra! areas," it states.
The report encourages merchants to
maintain and strengthen this group's
historic association with the downtown
area.
The second group is made up of pcoplt
who come to Bowling Green because It is
the county seat. Also included are people
who visit the city because of the number
of attorneys, chartered accountants and
banks located here.
"These visitors and those people
employed In government or related
positions have strong potential as
customers in competitive retail
■hopping, restaurants and personal
services," the report said.

"THE PROXIMITY of the downtown
to the University campus is a potential
asset to downtown business," according
to the report.
The major recommendation to attract
this group is to meet their basic
requirements.
"These include personal goods, retail
outlets, automotive and related sales,
entertainment and eating places, drug
and general stores and gift and speciality
shops," the report said
The planners believe the strength of
thedowntownarealies in its capability to
"capture and hold" the market potential
of the second and third group.
Strengths of the downtown area are
listed in the report as administrative
offices of the city and county, offices of
attorneys, real estate and financial
institutions and competitive retail
shopping outlets.
PARKING FACILITIES are also
criticized. Recommended is the
construction of attractive pedestrian
paths from off-street parking lots into
the business district. "Alleys could be
utilized, or old buildings could be
removed," the report said.
If this plan were carried out, the report
suggests that on-street parking on Main
and Wooster Streets be eliminated to
relieve congestion.
It was also suggested that the back
side of the core blocks be considered for
new parking areas.
"Clough Street and East and West
Court Streets in the first block on either
side of Main Street should be considered
for closing as they offer little downtown
access or circulation," the report said.
This would allow pedestrian
novement and extend a plaza effect to
he north and south ends of the area, it
laid.
THE REPORT is critical of the
appearance of many of the buildings in
the downtown area. "Buildings are
deteriorating and dirty. At the

intersection of Main and Wooster Streets
and continuing east on Wooster Street is
a long stretch of blank brick walls," the
report siad.
"Store signs are huge and contrast ,
treatment of facade relative to function
is missing. A cohesive image of
downtown is lacking," it stated.
In conclusion, the report warns that
local government cannot be expected to
accomplish all the needed improvements
on its own
The report suggests that government
aid through improvement levies,
maintaining and improving their own
facilities, and planning and coordination.
"But the spark and drive must come
from the occupants of downtown," it
stated.

NEW YORK (API- Communist
China's chief delegates to the United
Nations flew into New York yesterday
announcing that their aim was
"safeguarding the international peace
and promoting human progress.''
The historic linkup between Red China
and the international organization was a
two-stage affair. The 44-member
delegation split into two groups and
traveled in separate planes They had
spent the night in Paris.
The first contingent included the top
men in the delegation. As they debarked
at Kennedy Airport, demonstrators for
and against them sang, chanted and
raised banners-but out of sight and sound
of the Chinese visitors.
The pro-Red Chinese sang paeans to
Communist party chairman Mao Tsetung. waved red banners and displayed
signs reading, "warmly welcome our
delegates from motherland."
THE COUNTER-demonstrators
branished signs reading "down with
Mao" and one which urged the arriving
Chinese to "Defect Now."
The Chinese delegation was voted into
the United Nations Oct. 25. replacing
Nationalist China Leading it are Deputy
Foreign Minister Chiao Kuanhua, and his
chief deputy, Kuang Kus. Security
Council representative, head of the
permanent delegation and former
Chinese ambassador to Canada.
"They were friendly, polite, animated

md delightful traveling companions"
said Peter Steward, who crossed the
Atlantic with the initail Chinese group
aboard an Air France 707.
Waiting for the Chinese on the brisk
autumn day were official greeters from
the United Nations and the City of New
York, and Albanian, Pakistani and
Zambian representatives from the
United Nations.
ALSO ON HAND was a six-man

Commission adopts
price increase guide
WASHINGTON (API- The President's
Price Commission adopted complex
guidelines yesterday requiring postfreeze price increases to be justified by
legitimate business costs and aimed at
holding the national inflation rate to 2.5
per cent a year.
The new guidelines will be effective
for the Phase 2 economic period that
begins at 12:01 a.m. Sunday, but an
immediate upsurge of retail prices next
week may be effectively blocked by a
commission rule requiring posted price
lists.
"This means that some prices will go
down," siad Price Commission
Chairman C. Jackson Grayson. "Some

Group to vote on proposal

Coupon credit pending
The Food Service Evaluation
Committee will vote Monday on a
proposal to give students credit toward
next quarter's meal coupons for their
unused fall quarter coupons.
Committee chairman Christopher
Hawk, sophomore (A&SI, doesn't give
the proposal much chance of passing.
Hawk said the general consensus at the
last meeting was that most of the
committee members don't want to
change any part of the system until next
quarter, but be added, "I intend to call
for a vote just to make it official."
The committee was set up last week by
the administration to study the food
service
system
and
make
recommendations to the vice president
of operations.
Although the committee has no real

power itself, J. Claude Scheuerman, vice
president of operations has indicated he
would generally follow the committee's
recommendations.
Hawk said the committee thinks
changing the policy in the middle of the
quarter to allow students to carry over
unused coupons would not be fair to the
students who have already sold coupon
books at a reduced price.
Scheuerman said he would like to see
the minimum of $160 of coupons reduced
by next quarter, but to change the
system this quarter might not be
feasible.
Hawk estimated that 400 students are
trying to sell coupons they don't need at
reduced rates.
The Student Body Organization (SBO)

Communist Chinese team who arrived
Monday as an advance party. They had
made arrangements for the new Chinese
delegation to take over the entire 14th
floor of the Roosevelt Hotel in mldtown
Manhattan at a cost of about $2,300 a
day. It consists of 72 rooms.
How far away from the Roosevelt the
Red Chinese will be able to venture
remained i under consideration by
administration policy makers in
Washington.

earlier in the quarter set up a coupon
exchange. Mike Sprague, student body
vice president for rules and regulations,
said so far they have had 71 sellers and
only three buyers. Ke said he could
exchange $4300 worth of coupons if he
had the buyers.
"All you have to do is look at the
figures to know something is wrong,"
Sprague said. "People are trying to sell
their coupons for half price."
Even though meal coupons probably
won't be good next quarter, most
students shouldn't end up with extra
coupons, Hawk said.
"I would advise kids to buy frozen
steaks or can* of peaches if they think
they will have coupons left over," he
said.

will not increase at all. Some will go up
morethan2.5percent."
The commission shied away from
adopting a general price standard
applying to the nation's businesses, but
instead laid down general rules covering
prices by manufacturers, retailers,
wholesalers, service industries and
professionals.
The basic guideline is this: Only price
increases that can be justified on the
basis of cost increases, minus any
amount of worker productivity gains,
will be allowed. If the price is over 2.5
per cent and can be justified by this
formula, it will be allowed by the
commission
But the price boost may not be so great
as to cause an increase in a company's
pre-tax profit rates, measured as a
percentage of sales. In other words,
profits can increase only through a rise
in sales volume if a price increase is
involved.

Council
petitions
Petitions for students wishing to
run for Student Council's eight
empty seats will be available Nov.
17, in room 405 Student Services
Bldg. according to Mike Sprague,
vice president for rules and
regulations of the Student Body
Organization (SBO).
Sprague said students must be in
good standing with the University to
qualify for candidacy. Each student
must receive 50 signatures on his
petition and turn it In by November
23.
..The elections will be held
December!.
_
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pill policy
The Health Center's archaic attitude toward prescribing birth
control pills and other contraceptive devices must be abolished.
In 1969, Dr. James Olms, director of the center, said this policy
was instituted because of the disagreeable and potentially
dangerous side effects that may result from using the pill.
Although some women do suffer from side effects to the pill and
other devices, we believe it is up to the individual doctor and
patient to decide whether or not it is safe to use contraceptives in
a particular case.
A blanket statement by one doctor denying this aid to all
students because of what it may do to some students is totally
repressive.
The Health Center was established to aid the students. Should
the director be permitted to place such limitations on the extent
of that aid?
Dr. Olms also said providing contraceptive devices does not
come under the realm of the Health Center's activities, since it
supposedly deals only with illnesses or the prevention of illness.
If practicing birth control is not preventive medicine, than what
is?
We are not advocating that the Health Center indiscriminately
hand out pills or any other contraceptive devices to all comers.
However, we believe there is a definite need for a responsible
program for obtaining birth control information and devices on
this campus.
Four hundred pregnancy tests administered by Health Center
personnel last year, of which 200 were positive, proves this needproves it in a distinctly tragic way.

tv channel
The new closed-circuit television channel proposed to begin in
January, is a welcome sight to a campus dominated by one
television station.
The graduate assistants in the speech department who initiated
the concept should be commended on their concern for students
who desire to explore the broadcast field.
WBGU-TV cannot hope to hire all students who wish to receive
experience because budget and facilities are limited. The new
channel can relieve some of the stress of the expanding speech
department and Channel 70 by offering students an additional
studio.
With the new closed-circuit channel t students can acquire
technical and creative knowledge as soon as they enter the
University.
The speech department needs another television station to act
as a proving ground for potential students interested in
broadcasting where mistakes can be made without worrying
about regulations from FCC.
But what makes the new concept a real success, is the students
who have the desire to just "put on a program", not because they
are in broadcasting and want the experience, but simply because
they have something to say and want to try their hand at saying it
via television.

paws against the wa
By Mufred Dobbeck
Gaeit Colamaist
This is the campus. Thousands of
people live here Most of them obey the
law, the rest of them own dogs. That's
where I come In. I'm a dogcatcher. I
carry a badge.
8:15 A.M. We are about to interrogate
a suspect on a non-ownership charge. We
had been gathering and sifting
information on him for about a month.
Ke had been spotted on numerous
occasions committing the following
nefarious acts: Romping. Running,
Fetching the Stick, Running, Eating,
Laying around. We arrested the suspect.
We think we know who he is: Rex the
Dog.
(Enter Rex while officers Cannon and
Friday continue going over photos)
"Sit down. What's your name Rex?"
"Rex."
"OK Rex '
"You're wasting your time copper, I
ain't done nuthin."
"That's where you're wrong pooch.
Listen to the tape." (Tape recorder
playes sounds of dog barking)
"That's your bark Rex."

"It won't hold up ya dirty screw, you
can't prove it."
"Pipe down mutt, or it'll be curtains
for you."
"Listen, gumshoe, ya aim got no case
on me. I got a collar, see? I'm owned. So,
Hake off Fun."
(Meanwhile, in the office of i the
President):
Listen Joe. I don't care how ya do it,

but ya gotta get ridda those dogs. Scarin'
girls they are, Joe. I can't afford the
publicity. What?
The SPCA? Look.
Joe, I ain't got time for no pinko peace
groups ya hear?...What they captured
Rex the dog? I'll be right dowp.
(At the line up room, Officer Friday is
talking to a lady witness.)
"OK mam, just the facts."
"Well, (sniff) officer, there was this

"OK Rex, you heard her."
"Screw you flatfoot."

"If ya don't Rex, you're admitting
your guilt."
"That's fine with me copper. You guys
woulda got me anyway. But watch this!"
Rex immediately begins running
around the room, barking and urinating
«i chairs.
Cannon pulls his 45 and shoots him
three times. Rex crumbles on the floor
and dies.
"Well, looks like another successful
case huh Friday?"
"You said it. Let's go get us a kitty
cat."
"You bet "

"So what, alot of dogs bark."
"Disturbing the peace, pup."
"You can't prove it flatfoot."

"C'mon fess up Fido, you haven't got a
prayer. We've got a file on you this
thick."

so they say

let's hear from you

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall.

dog, and he (sob, sob) te. oh. it's too
horrible to tell."
"If* all right mam. we think we got
the suspect apprehended, now tell us.
what did he do?"
"Ha EXPOSED HIMSELF! "
"Don't crack up lady, then what did he
do."
"Ke did his business on a tree. Oh.
BOOHOOHOOOO!!"
"Will you testify to that in court,
lady?"
"Certainly. Perverts like him ought to
be locked up." (Enter the dogs, among
them Rex.)
"That's him! That's him!"
"Are you sure?"
"Well, maybe if he exposed himself."

Pat Breslin, wife of Art Modell.
president and owner of the Cleveland
Browns:

"Boy our instructor must really be uptight. He's in

"It would be hard to be married lo Art
Modell aad Mt like football."

there macrameing himself a straight-jacket."

news Leirers
Students' views requested
by death row prisoner

&Mm&%«%

'LIT ME SIE THAT RECIPE AGAIN!'

bicycle regulations
I was in complete agreement with your recent editorial
concerning the city's handling of dogs and bicycles in
Bowling Green.
Concerning bicycles: Last spring a group named A.L.F.
(the Air Liberation Front) was attempting to remove
automobiles from, the campus. Their means were
questionable (deflating tires by loosening the valve stems)
but their ends were certainly Just. What would have been
the result if 9,000 students had brought automobiles to the
campus instead of bicycles''
Probably the tearing up of parts of the recreation fields
for gravel parking lots, large numbers of jocks tearing
around campus in their corvettes and Z-28 camaros and
other assorted ego building machines, air thick enough to
slice, and the streets of Bowling Green congested and
dangerous.
THE ALTERNATIVE for many students were bicycles,
which are clean and safe, promoting physical and mental
well being for the rider.
One would expect the city to have promoted the bicyclist
cause, but instead has demanded license plates, bells and
lights, expertly hauling away those bicycles not meeting
the qualifications (It will be interesting to see if there is a
police bicycle auction la the spring).
Licenae plates are purchased for one dollar The city's

rationale is that they are necessary in tracking down stolen
bicycles. In a city with 9,000 plus bicyclists you will not be
able to recover a bicycle merely by having its serial
number (which we could tell you without the dollar) that
can be easily sanded off.
The city also claims that the selling of license plates is
not profit motivated. Just what do they call the 19.000 they
will receive for bicycle registration? What is the bicyclist
going to receive for this large amount of capital"
LIGHTS • IF ONE is riding at night, the city is justified
in calling for proper illumination.
Bells-Any bicyclist knows that it is much easier and more
efficient to yell, "look the bell out' than going "ding-a-lingling".
All bicyclists should be aware that now that the city has
nine thousand dollars of our money, we are entitled to all
the same privileges as any car. The full right lane is ours to
go in at the speed we desire. Left lane Is for passing and
should be left open tor cars. Do watch out for inept drivers
though.
Ironically enough, while going to purchase my bicycle
licenae last Friday, I was struck down on my bicycle by a
motorist who ran a red light.
Paul Goldberg
307 East Wooster Street.

First of all let me tell you and anyone
else concerned that I am confined to
Death Row under the sentence of death.
I am curious and interested as to how
your student body may feel towards the
death penalty. 1 would like to hear from
anyone, regardless of their views on this
subject.
It is for my own personal interest and
well being to know how a cross segment
of the student body feels about this
subject. I have a very valid reason for
getting as many answers as 1 can. It is
my intention to write a critique against
capital punishment, and also a novel of
life on death row I feel that both contain
all (or as many as I can obtain) the
different view points on the subject.
On a more personal plane. I think I
should tell you a little more about
myself.
I was convicted in Lucas County.
Toledo. Ohio for the first degree murder
of my wife. As to whether or not I was
justifiably convicted is not the important
issue. I will say in all honesty that I was
not. Of course most of the men on death

stolen oils
lose credits
Somehow my box of oil paints and
brushes wandered from the art annex
during the past week. I would appreciate
their return. Without them, it is
conceivable that I shall lose three credits
of oil painting, as I don't have the money
with which to replace the paints.
Don't students of this age purport to be
"brothers"? Why then, was my paint box
borrowed?

BobJamback
Graduate Student

row say they were wrongly convicted.
AND NOT SO ODDLY enough, they
were! I don't believe there is one person
on death row that received a fair trial.
There is of course, no such thing as a
perfect trial. However, as I have pointed
out, no man back here has really
received a fair trial.
I am writing to several universities
regarding opinions and so far the
response has been trememdous.So
tremendous in fact, that I have almost
depleted my supply of stamps, envelopes
and writing paper.
Aside from the letters that I might

receive concerning capital punishment. I
would be desirous of receiving any mail
on a more personal level from students
' who can understand how lonely H can be
without receiving mail from anyone who
cares. So I would appreciate hearing
from anyone on both topics.
I will answer all letters regardless of
the individual's viewpoint, as I haven't
much else to do but work on my novel
and write letters
Jim Crampton
No. 125947
P.O. Box ill
Columbus, Ohio
43216
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HPE, colleges differ

Swim test necessary?
By Ciris Flowers
Still Rrportrr
Although most female
students assume that failure
to complete the swimming
proficiency test will keep
them from graduating, this
may not be true.
Women are required to pass
a swimming proficiency test
or take a swimming course as
part of the health and physical
education requirement.
Beverly Zanger, assistant
professor in women's health
and physical education, said

One-acts

Men may elect
deferment drop

MolttM Shaffer, frothmon (Ed.), ond Scoll Norm, junior (Ed.), or* pictured in o
tcono from "I IIM In Harriot Criod tho Phoonix." Tho play will bo on* of rho
ono-cxti to bo prooontod Saturday, S p.m. in Joo E. Brown Thoatro. Admittion
bftoo.

Mariner 9 nears Mars
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) Mariner 9 sailed closer and
closer to Mars yesterday as
scientists
awaited
first
television pictures that might
further part the century-old
veil of mystery surrounding
the planet.
The 2.200-pound, windmillshaped spacecraft, a scant
350.000 miles remaining in its
248-million-mile journey from
earth, took the last of 31
television pictures begun
Wednesday afternoon and
stored them in an onboard
tape recorder
Twenty minutes after the
picture-taking session ended
at 5:56 p.m. yesterday,
Mariner 9 was to begin
beaming these photographs
through 76 million miles of

space to a 210-foot dish
antenna at Goldstone. Calif.
Seconds later they were to be
displayed
on
television
monitors at the California
Institute of Technology's Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory
in
Pasadena.
While the distance from
Mars is now about 76 million
million miles. Mariner 9 has
been chasing the red planet on
a course that has taken it
more than three times as far
in more than five months.

SCIENTISTS EXPECT the
photographs to be the first to
show the planet more clearly
than it can be seen through
earth telescopes.
Some Mars experts are
concerned a swirling dust

storm thai has covered the
planet since late September
may interfere with plans to
photograph Mars' surface but
other scientists
whose
specialty is studying the
Martian atmosphere say the
storm, the worst since 1956,
presents a once in a lifetime
opportunity to study a
dynamic changing event in
Mars'atmosphere
Three other U.S. spacecraft
have visited Mars, but they
got only a short glimpse as
they zipped by on into a solar
orbit Mariner 9 will be (he
first spacecraft to orbit Mars
giving daily closeup looks at
the planet.
The Soviet Union continued
its 5'i-month silence about its

two Martian probes. Mars 2
and 3. The Soviet spacecrafts
launched May 19 and May 28
are expected to reach Mars a
few days behind Mariner 9.
launched from Cape Kennedy.
Fia..May30
MARS I AND 3 weigh
almost five limes as much as
Mariner 9. which apparently
resulted in a lower velocity
when they were rocketed
away from earth and. hence, a
later Mars arrival time.
But the added weight has
led western space experts to
believe that the Soviets may
attempt a Mars landing,
something that the United
States isn't planning before
1976.

WASHINGTON (API
Draft Director Curtis W. Tarr
has told draft boards
nationwide to allow men who
have been deferred from
selective service to drop their
deferments if they choose to
do so by Dec. 31.
Such an action by eligible
young men with numbers of
126 or higher would give them
brief exposure (o the risk of
being drafted, and they would
slip into a lower category Jan
1. if they escape the draft until
then
The rule applies only to men
born in 1951 or earlier-not to
those turning 19 this year who
received numbers last July
TARR SAID our purpose is
to achieve fairness to all
registrants in determining
their priority status on Jan 1
... and to limit the uncertainty
that young men with high
random-sequence numbers
face.
Registrants with
student, occupational,
paternity, agriculture and
hardship deferments will be
eligible to take advantage of
this policy."

Last week in this space, we introduced the wild sound systems available to you at all
five WOODVILLE APPLIANCE Stores. This week there's news of the newest member of
the Woodville Appliance family.
Starting this weekend, we are opening our newest store located at 5208 Monroe Street,
only Vh blocks west of the new Franklin Park Mall. We're putting on sale over $50,000
worth of audio equipment. All of the fine lines of equipment from our other five stores
will be carried at our newest store. Plus the fabulous new concept in home entertainment The QUAD'SOUND ROOM
Our new store is also awarding BGSU students the 5% discount on all purchases when
you present your I.D.

Follow the map to 5208 Monroe St.

It's an easy drive
from campus
Just 2 'A blocks west
of Franklin Park Mall

K

the test is a requirement of degree candidates
Sciences reported that they do
the Foundations of Physical completion
of
not check completion of the
Education (101).
requirement.
swimming requirement
Records listing those who
either, but they do require all
have
completed
the
"WE HAVE THE records students to complete three
requirement by passing the on file, but we do not check, hours of physical education.
test or completing the because this is up to the
swimming course and those individual colleges. It's their
DR. SAMUEL COOPER,
who have been exempted responsibility
to
see chairman of men's health and
because they hold senior life- requirements of degree physical education, said the
saving certificates or are candidates in their colleges men's swimming requirement
physically restricted are sent are filled." she said
was dropped several years
to the registrar's office, she
However, spokesmen for all ago
because of
the
said.
three colleges said they do not overcrowded pool facilities.
Magdelena
Baker, check for completion of the
He explained that men were
University recorder, said the swimming test either.
formerly required to take one
office does not check female
Marie Hodge, assistant to quarter of swimming or pass a
the dean in the College of quarter-mile test, but the
Business, said. "We do not procedure became too time
consuming
check on the swimming test
It's a form of discrimination
Ms Zanger said all women
against women and the students, including transfers,
College of Business does not are expected to complete the
discriminate "
proficiency test even if they
She added that
the have 101 credit.
requirement is not a
She said she believes the
University, but a department test for women is necessary
Men with numbers 125 or
requirement.
because water recreation has
lower who are not drafted by
The College of education, become a fundamental part of
Jan 1 will have their prime according to Assistant Dean today's life.
liability for induction Virgil Ort, considers passing
The test is designed only to
extended to March 1. Most the test or its equivalent a make sure those who cannot
are expected to be drafted requirement, but enforcing it swim or are afraid of the
because the new national
are given the
is left to the physical water
uniform call brings in men education department.
opportunity to learn to swim,
nationwide by the same
The College of Arts and she explained.
numbers
LAST YEAR, there were
state quotas and many draft
boards did not reach the cutoff
number
But men who
regained their deferments
before the March 1 end of the
extension last year may not
again drop their deferments
this year.
,
Tarr also said men can't get
new lottery numbers if they
gave their draft boards the
1OO0 foot W.it of lh. franklin Pork Moll. ..Tolodo, O.
wrong birthdates. then ended
it ACIII OP IIOHTID. fill MIIING .. JUSf 'Of TOU
up with lower numbers than
<l IFACfOUl. MCUNINO IOCKINO CHAII StAIt
they would have with the
A All WIMMII, COMTIOUIO All CONOITIONIMO
correct dates.
"BILLY JACK"
But Daniel J. Cronin,
assistant deputy for
A MOST IMPORTANT PICTURE
LAST WEEK
operations, said "where the
RATED "G.P "
error is ours we'll admit it"
and give the man a new
ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR
number or if he had been
WALTER MATTHAU
KURRYdrafted get him out of the
"KOTCH"
-SEEITNOW!
Army.
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Foreign students face:

'New world' adjustment
By Jedy Cooper

Mandy Cheng, freshman
(Ed.), finds it an advantage to
learn about a different culture
and meet new people.
Financial problems are the
greatest disadvantage, she
said. She also finds It bard to
adjust to the cold climate
here.
Tim Davis, freshman
(B.A.), said he chose Bowling
Green because of Its
progressive altitude toward
international students.
In his home country of
England, only three to four
per cent of the students go on
to college. Ke said here there
is a wider curriculum in
liberal arts and business.
Ke does not find it hard to
adjust because there is no
language barrier and the
people are basically the same,
htsaitt.

MONICA KOSZUTSKI.
junior (Ed.), at times finds
studying at the University an
"unreal world" from the life
she is used to in Brazil. She
said she chose the University
because of a good speech
department
and
an
opportunity to observe as
much as possible in a foreign
country.
Another student from Hong
Kong, Aalon Tsui, freshman
(AfcS). said he is impressed
with the American education
system.
He finds the
professors and students here
more informal than those in
Kong Kong.
Here "they (professors)
talk to us and ask us to
respond.
They make you
think." he said.
One disadvantage for him is

language. It is sometimes
difficult to express a meaning
correctly, be said.
Kc also finds it a
disadvantage to pay out-ofstate fees.

"What's a nice person like
you doing in a place like
this?"
For some 160 international
students "a place like this"
Regarding college life, be
means new experience and
said it is "more meaningful
adjustments to a foreign life.
here." In Kong Kong some
Students from all over the
students "didn't know what
world find advantages as well
they had done."
as disadvantages to studying
at the University.
Maria Maduro. sophomore
While the reasons they
(B.A.), from Aruba, said
chose Bowling Green vary,
Americans are always
many agree it is easy to adjust
inviting the international
to life here.
students to do things.
Glen Shirton. senior (Ed.),
However, she finds the food
came to Bowling Green from
hard to get used to. "It is not
Canada.
His reasons for
my type of food,"she said.
John Polaciek, senior (A*S), process*! Wood County Homo records which covor
choosing the University
the ported 1869-1950. Tho material it boing compiled by tho Northwoit Ohio
Although the social life was
involved the hockey team,
Great Lakes Research Cantor.
strange at first, she said she is
which he thinks is a "growing
getting to know many people
sport that he can grow with."
aedaaJojrtUfeaiBG.
to a foi
He finds it an advantage to
see America's problems and
compare them to those of his
own country.
ONE DISADVANTAGE of
studying in a foreign country,
according to Shirton, is that
arrange meetings with the 19 filing system in the distribute the records.
By Jim Carey
he will have to return to
"The material of the center Canada to take more courses
court houses in the region.
Graduate Center.
is not just for history, but will before he can get a teaching
MOST OF THE records dale lend itself to sociology, job.
If permission is granted,
Although not officially open
for public use. the Northwest they search the attics and as far back as the political science, geography
A coed from Hong Kong,
Ohio Great Lakes Research storage areas of the ancient establishment of the and education," said Dr.
Center is filling three floors in and current records, and. particular county. The center, Wright. "Our ultimate goal,
the Graduate Center with through a "semi-selective which is funded by the history though, is to offer courses in
collect
the department and the College of upper and lower level
records acquired from courts basis,"
throughout
northwestern manuscripts, newspapers, Arts and Sciences, has some academics."
books,
pamphlets, material dating back to 1803
The
University
Ohio
Aside from this purpose, he
Bookstore will be closed
According to Dr Richard photographs, navigation
The center gathers records said he sees the center as a
for its annual inventory
Wright, assistant professor of charts or any other material
concerning municipal, public relations and image
during the week of
history and director of the they consider valuable.
booster
for
the
University
in
The gathered material, township and board of
November 22.
center, the Ohio Historical
its
cleaning
of
the
Society came to the some stored neatly in education laws. In addition,
courthouses.
University's
library
and volumes, other tainted with one can find stale publications
i'lstory department to set up a bird droppings and cockroach- on the everyday laws of Ohio,
eaten pages, are then welfare practices, and
regional center.
transported to Bowling Green, statements by the state
In acquiring county records. where they are cleaned, auditor and secretary of slate
in Wright and Paul Yon. separated and organized into a as well as election statistics.
University of Mkhbjan professor ChoHes TMy
Toalston described the
According to Yon, within six
archivist for the center.
The Complaint, Comment
findings of hit eight yeor study of correct ivo violence in Franco,
months the remaining 11 and Compliment Bureau, a service as a "communication
counties in the region will be new telephone service of the tool to put the student in touch
Gormony and Holy in the itth and 19th centuries la an
lecture
contacted, and programs to Student Body Organization with the appropriate agency."
audience yosterdery in tho Fink Dog wood loom.
Because he did not want the
acquire the records might be (SBO), will begin Monday,
arranged
according to Art Toalston, • service to be totally negative,
he added comment and
student body president.
ALTHOUGH
THE
Toalston said the service is compliment to the service.
CENTER will be mostly an expansion of Problem Toalston explained.
geared towards graduate Solver and will handle student
"IT MAKES the service
students, doctors and complaints about campus
more credible." he said.
genealogists, future plans problems.
include ready access to the
"We feel like we can do
He said the Bureau will take
*
records
by
the the complaints and refer them more for the student. Ke
For dinner, or gel legeiher. lartv v racaption only minulti
WASHINGTON (API- The background "appeared to be the Washington news staff of
Irea BG on Inieritele 210 IEMI TOMD Eipiaimay) II
undergraduates and the to the appropriate agency wouldn't want to call the
While
House acknowledged harassment" because of the Columbia Broadcasting
Hanky Road
with the request that the administration directly and
public
The center will not run in an agency reply to both the get administrative and yesterday that the FBI struggles he has had with the System, no longer was a
•Outing Rcwots
•CockMat Imp •Milting Rooms
secretarial run-around. A investigated television Nixon administration over potential candidate for the
open-desk policy like the student and Bureau.
Interline 210 at Henley Roed
student will call this number correspondent Daniel Schorr whether his reporting was fair appointment.
Library. As a result, funds
Schorr said FBI agents
THE BUREAU will also more readily than other last August but insisted this and accurate.
will have to be submitted to
White House press went to his bosses in
was done because Schorr was
hire a staff to organize and advise the student of the numbers," he said.
under consideration for a secretary Ronald L. Ziegler Washington and New York,
proper authorities to contact
said, in response to an inquiry, interviewed his neighbors in
The Bureau will be taking federal post.
if he wishes to do something
But Schorr said the that Schorr was among a Washington and also talked
about his problem personally. calls at 2-2289, Monday
investigation of his number of persons under with a brother In New York.
through Friday from 3-5 p.m.
Toalston said.
consideration for an
In each case, Schorr said,
FLYING HOME FOR unspecified position "in the the agents explained he was
area."
under consideration for a high
THANKSGIVING?- environmental
Ziegler said the job is yet to administration job, though
-Avoid
crowded
airline
be filled but that Schorr, of none was ever offered.

Processing
records

Court records compiled

Bookstore

'Call-in' bureau set

Tilly

For Nov. 13 Dad's Day
Eat Meet and Greet
At The Ambassador

White House acknowledges

FBI investigation of newsman

The Ambassador

837-5791

&U*0 WSW Wlr
tiktVJtwF H+Nik

counters and buy your tickets
Full fats and standby - where
you got fast courteous service irghi in Downtown BG
at —

ANOTHER LARGE SHIPMENT

Holiday Travel Center
140 N. MAIN
3526567
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(FOR GUYS AND GALS)

THE DEN

*

THE SISTERS
of
Phi Mu Congratulate
Their New Officers
Pres. - Randi Ridolfi
Vice Pres. - Susie Weigel
Rec. Sec. - Sue Ashby
Corres. Sec. - Ling Jeung
Rush Chr. - Brenda Smith
Ass. Rush Chr. - Cheryl Gockel
Pledge Tr. - Laurie Jewett
Ass. Pledge Tr. - Debbie Gemma
House Chr. - Debbie Graf
Social Chr. - Chris Hufford
Rush Couns. - Judy Graf
Debbie Koeber
Panhel - Patti Robertson

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Now there's never been an easier way
to buy the words and music to current hits,
because now there's a magazine called
Words and Mus/c
It only costs $1. And for your dollar
every issue gives you the words and music
of 8 to 10 top current songs; plus articles
and photos of the stars behind the songs.
You've got the talent. Now all you
need is a dollar.

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
•it*****************************

Job well done to our past officers!

For people who have
a lot of talent but
not a lot of money.

Now on sal* wharavar magaxlnas are told.

ThaMNawt. Friday, Nmn<k« 11, 1971/tagaS

Officers explain SBO policy
A student can affect
University governance and
policies If he knows the proper
channels used to reach the
men in charge, according to
Mike Sprague, student body
vice president of rules and
regulations, and Mark Kruse.
student representative to the
Board of Trustees.
Sjrague and Kruse
conducted a session of the
Harshman Higher Education

Symposium Wednesday
evening.
If a student has a problem
he should take it to the Student
Body Organization (SBO).
Sprague said
SBO officers can get
quicker results because they
understand the governing
system here and have (ound it
easy to move through once
they learn whom to contact
about a problem, he
explained

Sen. Jackson
busing
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Henry M. Jackson said
yesterday he believes in
integration "in the fullest
sense" but objects to school
busing which would move his
It it that lim* of y«or 090111 already? You bot. Thar* or* only
children to slum area schools
from their "lily white
43 dayi till Christmas and Iho Liitl« Shop in iho Union is
neighborhood "
olroody making proparations for tho holiday uown.
Jackson, an unannounced
contender for the Democratic
presidential nomination, told
a group of party contributors
that the answer to the busing
problem is to provide equal
schools for all neighborhoods.
New York Mayor John V.
Lindsay and Sens. Hubert H.
Humphrey a;id Edmund S.
Townsend said each circle committee composed of circle Muskie also talked to the
Beginning Monday until the
end of the quarter, the establishes areas of members screens each gathering of campaign givers
The individual during the day-long meeting
Bowling Green chapter of acceptance within the application
Omicron Delta Kappa IODK). framework of national applicant is then considered
JACKSON SAID he is one of
by the circle as a whole
national men's leadership qualifications.
"The
nominating the few member.* of Congress
For the local circle the
honorary, is accepting
applications from men who categories are scholarship, committee has no power to whose children attend public
athletics, student government reject an application; and a schools in Washington.
fulfill national qualifications
"We live in a lily white
According
to
Jeff and social, religious
iicniuersnip,
said neighborhood." Jackson said,
Townsend. senior (A&S). organizations, publications,
but he said some 30 per cent of
president of the ODK circle, and the arts (speech, music, Townsend
the neighborhood school's
the honorary is an attempt to drama 1.
HE ADDED THAT ODK pupils are blacks bused in
recognize
the
"IN ADDITION to being accepts 30 to 40 per cent of its from other areas of the city.
accomplishments
of
"And they're coming in
particular individuals on outstanding in one area, an applicants, but emphasized
applicant must be strong in that a man who is not accepted there from inferior schools,"
campus.
he added
said Townsend once can reapply.
General requirements for another,"
"I would oppose moving my
"We feel there are several
acceptance to the circle state Dan DeStephen, senior (Ed),
a man must have at least added. "It's important that persons qualified to be in ODK daughter from a good school
junior standing and be in the the circle is not all academic; who should be recognized." to a bad one," Jackson said.
upper 15 per cent of his we're looking for the well- said Townsend.
Presently, the membership
rounded man."
college academically
An
Townsend stressed the fact is composed of six
applicant must also be
two
outstanding in one of five that it is up to the individual to undergraduates.
graduates and about 30 faculty
apply for membership.
categories defined by ODK
members.
Townsend said
Men can pick up an ODK is making an effort to
application in the sociology increase the number of
The American Cancer
office from Dr. Joseph undergraduates.
"In the past we've had a Society (ACS), Ohio Division.
Balogh. chairman of the
department, and in the office lack of applicants and I think Inc., in cooperation with the
of Dr. James Bond, vice it's because men didn't know School of Journalism, is
the procedure for applying." holding a public information
president of student affairs.
workshop on Thursday,
WASHINGTON (API • The
Applications are also said Townsend.
ODK initiates twice a year, November 18 in the University
Senate completed its two-step available in the Student
revival of the foreign aid Services Bldg. from Ray at the end of fall quarter and Union for all ACS volunteers
Townsend and staff in the Northwestern
program yesterday by passing Wittaker, dean ol students, spring quarter.
a $1.5 billion military aid from any department said the fall initiation may be Ohio area.
changed to the beginning of
The subject of the day-long
measure.
chairman.
meeting will be "Kow to
Before voting 65 to 24 to
Townsend said a nominating winter quarter.
effectively work with the
approve the bill, the Senate
news media."
restored $318 million to it in
response to a warning that
Dr. Thomas P. Bowlus. a
reductions might jeopardize
COLUMBUS (API - House in a Columbus morning Toledo physician and viceU.S. withdrawal from
Speaker Charles F. Kurfess newspaper quoted Kurfess as president of the ACS. Ohio
Vietnam.
Together with the $1.1 (R-3 Perrysburg) took the saying progress has been Division, Inc., will give the
billion economic aid bill floor of the Ohio House made on a tax package and luncheon address.
Among the speakers for the
passed Wednesday night, the yesterday to criticize a new gave Gov. John J. Gilligan
day are Dr. Joseph A. Del
military bill provides a $2.6 story about a speech he made part of the credit.
in
billion package in place of the Wednesday night
$2.9 billion measure rejected Cleveland
Kurfess called the story "a claimed Gilligan had
just 13 days ago.
The bill now goes to the complete fabrication" and a L^.autu puuuv* ana made
INTERESTED
us all honest."
House which earlier this year "distortion."
Kurfess
said
he
didn't
make
He
said
he
wanted
to
assure
IN AN
voted $3.4 billion for the aid
program, just $100 million legislators that it was not any such remarks, contending
OVERSEAS
the story indicated legislators
below
the
Nixon true.
CAREER?
The story, which appeared previously were not honest.
administration's request.

Silver
be/fs?

Men's honorary seeks
undergrod applications

t^S 'i SB»*>JS

"A thoughtful parent is going
to see to it his kid goes to the
best schools "
"My daughter has a black
teacher and a black
principal." Jackson said,
"and I believe in integration
in the fullest sense and I try to
practice what I preach."
"I SUPPORTED, you know,
all the civil rights programs,"
Jackson continued, "but you
can't support a program when
you've got 90 per cent of the
people up in arms
Lindsay
told
the
contributors President Nixon
can be beaten in 1972 il
Democrats get over the idea
that the President is
unbeatable

SBO bus
Students interested in
the Student Body
Organization's iSHOl
bus service to Detroit
Metropolitan Airport
should sign up and pay
in 405 Student Services
Bldg. by Tuesday, Nov
16 The cost of the bus
service leaving here on
Tuesday, Nov. 23. is $3.

Workshop planned
by cancer society

Senate ok's
military aid

Kurfess denies story

5, .wry «* ■■*■»

Porto. Director of the School
of Journalism; Cliff Boutelle.
Director of University News
Service; Teri Sharp.
University News Service;
Mrs James Gordon, County
Editor, The Daily Senlinal
Tribune; and David Carr,
manager, Radio WFOB.
Bowling Green and Fostoria.
Mrs. Harry Wagner,
Executive Director of the
Wood County Unit of the ACS
will preside.

-^L-

KRUSE POINTED out that
one student can't accomplish
very much on his own.
However, he said SBO will
not "do all the work" for a
student, although it will save
him time and frustration by
directing him to the person
who can solve his problem.
In order to convince
students that the SBO can help
them, Sprague said officers
prefer to show them what can
be done rather than just
telling them what student
government can do
He cited SBO's recent
successful campaign to lower
the price of refrigerator
rentals and its program to
obtain a bus service from the
University to Detroit as
examples of what can be done
with a student organization.
Both said they thought
literature about the
organization is ineffectual
because it is rarely read.
Kruse also labeled the
student guide distributed
every year as a "waste of
money" because It, too. draws
little readership
Sprague admitted SBO
doesn't really represent the
entire student body. However,
organization members try to

make up for its lack of support
by personally contacting as
many students as possible,
particularly through visits to
dormitories.

it uses a direct appioach.
Placing students on
administrative
committees
permits communication on a
one-to-one basis with faculty
and administrators, he said.

"A LOT Or people just
don't care until they get
burned themselves." Kruse
said, referring to what he
called the apathetic students
who don't express their views.
Sprague said since SBO
believes in serving the
students, it attacks problems
that directly affect them, such
as access to student files,
changes in state requirements
for teacher certification and
course-professor evaluations
According to Kruse, SBO is
responsible for policy changes
directly affecting the
student's
immediate
environment
Sprague
said
the
organization takes no stand on
national issues because the
impact would be "zero."
Instead, it tries to present
students with an entire
spectrum of views so they can
decide for themselves.
Kruse said SBO gels more
cooperation from the
Administration than past
student governments because

SPRAGUE said the change
in communication between
students
and
this
administration compared to
that of President William T.
Jerome's is "fantastic."
Next week's session will
consider the role of the
residence hall in the
University.
Dr. Robert Goodwin,
faculty member for the
Cluster College. J. Claude
Scheuerman. vice president
for operations, and Fayetta
Paulsen, associate dean of
students, will conduct the
session Monday at 8 p.m. in
the main lounge of Bromfield
Hall
Another session will be held
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
cafeteria lounge of Dunbar
Hall to discuss the student's
role In the community.
Speakers Tuesday include
Jim Gordon, assistant
professor of journalism, and
Greg Jackson, a member of
the voter facilitation staff.

Nixon honors war dead
WASHINGTON (API
President Nixon stood brief
vigil at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier yesterday
and said the three nameless
Americans who lie there from
wars of yesteryear may soon
be joined by a brother who fell
in Vietnam
The President drove to the
national cemetery in nearby
Arlington. Va.. to walk the
carpeted steps to the tomb on
its 50th anniversary. The date
was also Armistice Day. a
one-time legal holiday
commemorating the end of
World War I. It has since been
replaced by Veterans Day. in
October.
In a statement released
simultaneously with the
presidential ceremony. Nixon
said an unidentified
serviceman killed in action in
Vietnam may be buried at the
tomb.
"We pray." he added, "he
will be the last" for whom

such an honor would
occasioned by war.

be

THE
PENTAGON.
however, said later that there
are no unknown dead in the
Vietnam war. America's
longest armed conflict. More
than 55,500 U.S. servicemen
have perished in Vietnam.

DAVID LEAN'S FILM

CtifEMA
|A STORY Of LOVE

Nixon recalled in his
statement that President
Dwight D. Eisenhower went
to Arlington May 30, 1958, to
bury unknowns from World
War II and Korea alongside
the World War I victim who
was interred there on Nov. 11,
1921

"RYAN'S DAUGHTER"
ROBERT MITCHUM

Cltl^BMiV2)
HEADLINES
/
*—
"PANIC IN NEEDLE PARK"
RATED "R"

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

Ci^tAAflj VANESSA REDGRAVE OLIVER REE0
lA UNIQUE*
IN KEN RUSSELL'S
•STUNNING SPECTACLE

"THE DEVILS"

The Big Meal.
It's a great deal
for dinner.

PANiGflf
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DOMINO'S
Friday Special

FREE COKES
WITH ONE
LARGE
PIZZA

MR. CHARLES V. CUPP
will ba on tha campus
November 15, 1971
to discuss qualifications fot
advanced study at
rHUNDfaSIHO
OUADUAIi SCHOOt
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTMNATIONAL MANAOIMINI

...only $1
Chit's Notes are designed 1o
help you be calm, cool and
capable in (he toughest
literature courses They'ie
written by eipeits to give you
the outside ol class help you
need to understand (and enjoy)
your reading assignments look
them over Youi dealer has
nearly 200 titles available
covering the most frequently
assigned plays and novels

Inte-vtew* may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

nnm-

<c

Domino s
I 352-5221

FREE COKE

WITH ONE
SMALL
PIZZA

THUNOfaailD
or

OIADUATI SCMOOl

INTIKNATIONAl MANAOIMINI

JIliff'SvKDteSv
lies lit tl< Cliffs Nous "Full
All"' Stilus .len.tr Mill

Grab the Big Meal at McDonald's.
And you'll have yourself a Big Mac,
a very large order of fries, and a
great big drink.
All of which should make your
stomach very happy.

Not to mention your wallet.
OkmM*. Ariiena 15101

AHHUea" -ifISie Ameika* Mewiasmsnt

AMMI«W

#

SABAH MILES J

AS TIMElY AS T00Ars

Get up and getaway to I^fcDonalds
fora Big Meal.
_.

"X*

r»T5f

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
S
10
14
15
16
17

'Groupies'-one tedious bollgame
By Jack Narbbar
The demands of clearing
land and staying alive made
my great-grandfather chop
and plant and kill. Seventyfive years later I watch football for six hours on Sunday
afternoons. All I want to do is
watch other people doing

lots of fun. There's solid yawning is technical sloppmusic by big rock groups like iness. Joe Cocker's number,
Joe Cocker and Ten Years for instance, has nothing to do
After. There are several with the rest of the movie; it's
scenes at kinky after-concert thrown in as filler. Much of
parties. And there's some the seemingly endless chatter,
excitement of other people's amusing talk about making a because of poor recording, is
accomplishments
plaster
mold
of
Jimi incoherent.
Hendrix's penis All this plus a
But the main reason tedium
sets in is because the subject
"GROUPIES" ought to be bevy of naked young women.
As it turns out, however, it itself is boring. The groupie
isn't much fun at all. About a lifestyle turns out to be trivial
half hour into
the film. and meaningless.
"Groupie" was putting me to
At the beginning of the film,
the featured groupies tell why
sleep.
One of the reasons I started they measure their happiness
"Groupies." Middle Class
Youths second fall campus
film extravaganza, documents
in color and loud noise the
dullness of being stupidly
satisfied with living off the

SAVE
NEWS
the

Dec. 7/

NEED PANTS

noon-4:30 p.m.

&

ACCESSORIES
behind Moseley Hall

HOT PANTS

The Police Department's
Campus
Safety
Division
registered
67
complaints
during the last week
The list includes six grand
larcenies; 12 stolen bikes; five
auto accidents; three prank
telephone calls; five minor
disturbances; one false fire

WHO SAYS A CONDOM
HASTOTAKETHE
FUN OUTOF LOVE?

"TEA"

If you've been turned off by condoms
because you think they lake the |oy out
of MR, then It's time to discover our
gossamer-thin, supremely sensitive condoms that have been designed
not only with protection in mind but with p/eaaure as wall.
Try the Fethethte from England., so sheer and light that It weighs
but 1/25 of an ounce
and the NuForm, also from England, preshaped for a unique sensitivity These 2 exclusive British imports, plus
9 famous American brands of mala contraceptives, are now available
through the privacy of the mail from Population Planning Associates,
Discover some of our remarkable condoma for yourseii by ordering
one of our sampler packs today Juat use the coupon below.
15,000 Sell .lied Customer*
Our fine products and rapid service have won the praise of customers
all over the country. For example, Craig luoma of Tacoma, Washington
writes, "Vary pleased with your sample pack...particularly impressed
by the two British imports Am ordering more." Donald Cunningham of
Avon by-ihe-Se.v New Jersey, adds "Thank you for sparing ma contact
with the 'under the counter' attitudes loward contraceptives so often
faced in stores " And Gary L Hess of Ithaca. New York, comments
"It was the fastest I ever received anything Thanks."
To order your sampler pack of these remarkable condoma. simply
use the coupon below. All orders are filled the same day received and
are shipped in a plain package Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply
return the unused portion of your order for a full refund.

NOW SERVING
WINE

aa>mi«iirro»«ri mvui AND nan COKKMIABU
oonaTT or UBurr amanaaaum
Features at 7:30, 9:30

Something Is after Jessica. Something

very cold, very ivet... and very dead.

Populillon Planning Aneciattt
105 NsrlhCelwmbla Dept P 275
Chapel HIM. N.C. 17514
Please rush the following in plain
package
II Mini sampler containing 2 Feineriites, 1 NuForm plus illustrated
brochure, nist $1
n Deluxe sampler containing 18
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 dif
fertnt brands), plus illustrated brochure, lust S'J
D Illustrated brochure only, just
25(

TO A groupie, it's not just a
matter of screwing; it's who
you
screw.
One girl
is
ashamed that she bedded
down with a member of a
second-rate group.
The
Boxtops. Another complains
that a certain lead singer will
pick up anyone, and she
dreams of being selected by a
member of Ten Years After.
Status through sex finally
becomes a testament of the
groupies'
own
lack of
creativity. Hard rock is itself
a kind of sexual act incorporating the deepest emotions
and urges of the performers.
Unable to invent an artistic
expression for their own feel-

Campus crime list

3415 DOOR ST. AT BYRNE ST.

FEATURING

on Monday morning.

ings, groupies satisfy themselves by trying to grab a
piece of vitality of the musicians they score with.
"If he doesn't strum a guitar or sing like a sex maniac,
he's nobody," says one of the
girls. Yet the girls themselves
do nothing but passively offer
their bodies.
I've heard some people say
that "Groupes" is vulgar and
immoral. If they're right,
they'd better re-examine their
own
modes
of
living.
"Groupies" is a metaphor for
how contemporary Americans
live.
The
groupie
value
system is a logical extension
of the stagnant willingness to
live vicariously that infects
nearly all of us.
Back home, somewhere, is
the father of a girl who enjoys
being whipped by a member of
the Led Zepplin. Last Sunday,
after two sandwiches and four
beers, he fell asleep during
halftime of the NFL doubleheader

call
There was one complaint of
malicious destruction; three
complaints involving animals

fLets Scare Jessica <lfo ^DeaOi
*MnlinvEfl btmftyw InaOCma Mcfen town Ujnk*«MVnun ivvto
■tkaiMMMiteNutoniiiKjwitmwu can i'.«na

Features of 7:30, 9.35

'
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I enclose payment in fuM under your
money back guarantee

Middle Clan Youth presents Groupie! a (Urn featuring
Joe Cocker and his Grease Band. Ten Yean Alter and
Spooky Tooth an 106 Hanna al 7 00.9 00
Dean s Advisory Council. 12-1 first floor Hayei Hall Have
gripei about business'* Come lo the gripe table
Saturday Nov II 1971

&

Dan Kimple
Nov. 12-13 25c
8:30 11:30 P.M.

3

14

46 Give
up
(help Into «
saddle): 2
word..
47 — Hill of
Alabama.
49 Oily waif:
2 wordi.
S3 Muiir hall..
S4 Only piteher of
17 Aerott twice
in ■ row (19381.
S6 Butineir, topic.
S7 Stage direction.
St River of Spain.
S9 ClownLh
character.
60 Like gho.t
storiet.
61 Night: Fr.
nraanu
DOWN
1 Judge', bench.
2 Melville title.
3 Famout German
botanitt.
4 Regilter listing
Olivier, Coward.
etc.
S Itland at northern tip of
Norway: Var.
6 Humble.
7 Piece, of
michinery.
8 Supped.
9 TV fire.
10 Yemenite".
neighbor.
6

5

'
|

17

1

H Former Mexican
delegate to U. N.
12 Family member.
1J Playlet.
18 Croup, of throe.
22 Croup founded
in 1868.
24 Cheu pieces.
25 Flavor,
26 Zodiac aign.
27 Native of
Knoxville.
28 Santa Maria'.
litter.
30 Keep talking:
2 word..
31 Type of vend,
33 Naperv.
34 Minitteri.
36 National Guard.
?! Eqo'n«- ,
40 Carton of
moviea.
43 Queen of
whodunit..
45 Where 40 Acron
la.
46 Tree.
47 Textile cily near
Wariaw.
48 Thought,
49 Broadway group.
SO Philippine
itland.
SI Of lircraft:
Comb. form,
52 Jog.
SS Of olden timei:
Abbr.

1

S

'

IS

21

20

--

77

■

1?
35

■

1

1

10

II

■

34

■

H

"

S9

13

H
—

56

12

"
H

.ii

S3

tt

H

IN

M

22

.

51

55

;
57

—

I"
"

"

by Brunt parkar and Johnny hurt

~«®»~ CLaSSIFIED mm
Friday Nov 12.1971

Pam Dinerman

2

THE WIZARD OP ID

Chess Club Meeting. 9 am lo 3 pm. 211 Moseley All
interested persons are invited

fmtmtt rVtuit" hnr-t. i 0*w I tbu * PittUHs

1

76

and three fire calls.
Two complaints involved
suspicion of narcotics, two
concerned suspicious persons
and one dealt with an obscene
matter.
There were two complaints
of breaking and entering and
two more charged tampering
with
a
vehicle causing
damage.
One normal
death was
reported.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Don't sit around
thinking about it Go to the
"Side Door"

19 JBI
20 Washington
group.
21 l.euer.
23 Charter.
24 Souvenir.
25 Marking on
akin.
28 Kind of meal.
29 Oregon: Abbr.
32 Environa.
33 Men. group
founded in 1917:
2 wordi.
35 Chant.
36 Place, lor figure
eight..
37 Combining form
in priming
term..
38 Certain
dwelling!.
40 Mediterranean
port.
41 Compan point.
42 Where radar ii
nied.
43 Wrong.
44 Warning device.

?3

THE PLACE TO GO

DRAUGHT
HOUSE

by the number of musicians
they have balled One of them
croons, "Its Magic." We soon
learn that the "Magic" is the
same sort of insipid statusseeking that drives a football
viewer to memorize statistics
so he can one-up his buddies

ACROSS
Spring boor.
Largo parrot.
Gambler'a term.
A king of Judea.
Let op.
Patient and mild.
Rarilie. in
ba.rb.ll: 3
word..

Middle Class Youth presents Groupies 105 I'anna at 7 00.
9 00
Rugby Club. Final i'ome match honoring Ron Shaw has
been cancelled
Sunday Nov 14.1971
The Campus Bridge Club will hold a Duplicate match Sunday in the Ohio Suite. Union Play begins promptly at I 90
and is open lo all experienced bridge players.
DelU Sigma PL Professional Business Fraternity,
Alumni Room. Union. 8 30 pm Robin Schade. ol
Operation Enterprise will speak All Students and faculty
are invited
University Karate Club. 7-9. Forum. Studem Services
Bldg New members welcome
Christian Science Organiiation. 10 30 Prout Chapel
Sailing Club. 203 Payes. 7 30 pm Important meeting
BGSU Sports Car Club. 1 00 pm Ire Arena Parking Lot
Open to the public For more info call Ed 352-0812 or Jim
372-4130
Orthodox Christian Fellowship will have a visiting prieit
to celebrate Divine Liturgy at 7 pm, St John's Episcopal
Church on Wooster at Mercer Rd i across from Haranman I Everyone welcome'
Society lor Creative Anachronism Incorp 204 Moseley. I5 pm Weapons practices, discussion of Kalamatoo t
Chicago tournaments Planning for E Lansing tourney
Nov 20
Monday Nov 15.1971
Beta Beta Beta 112 Life Science Bldg 8 pm Movie,
"Multiply 4 SubdBe tbt Earth " Everyone welcome.
»*■••

Equal Opportunity Employment Full time secretary
to Phil, area short hand preferred Fiscal
Thanksgiving break 2 3904
manager-mutt
have
bookkeeping knowledge of
Need ride to Ballo -DC budgetary matter 4. controls
Thanksgiving share I 352-7203 For Info It application call
after 6 pm
WSOS-Fremont 332-2649
HELP WANTED

Wanted attractive, efficient

waitress lo work 5 30 am to
200 pm or 11 00 am to 8 pm
Experience preferred,
transportation
necessary
Apply In person Neely's
Restaurant. River Rd Water
villa? Ohio S78-MM
Equal opportunity full time
clerical position For application call Wood County
Opportunity Center 686-4111
SERVICES OFFERED
FUTURE CPA'i Learn how
lo prepare for the CPA Exam
Becker CPA Review Course
Call collect 216 MM
Will do typing and ironing call
■MM
Experienced typist Theses,
term papers cail 354-7571

Well it is temporarily moved
into Adam's Needle. Come in
and make someone happy with
(lowers 352-9143 We deliver
Peggy, vour new pin makes
you loo cool for school Luv
vour big Barb
Bring vour Dad lo the U.A.O
Dad s Day Talent Show
The "Super Sophs" of Alpha
Phi thank Danny Delt anyhow

I or 2 female roommates
needed Winter Quarter for
house on S Summit $55 mo
Call 353-6641
GREENVIEW 1 It 2 brm (um
It unlurn call between 2-6pm
Mon-Sat 352-1195
FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED NOW
Close lo
campus 365 mo Call Alice
352-7184

Alpha Phi Omega Actives and
Pledges-Beware Phi Phi Lives

WANTED-male roommate
must be quiet Needed to
move off Winter Quarter Call
PP1 Sophs pull great pranks Fred Johnson 112 Parshman B
wanna pledge again girls'
2-3184
Phi Delta-get high lor the Pl'l
lea-CI lookout'

Apartment available (or 1
lemale-Winler It Spring Qtr
352-6394

FOR SALE OR RENT
NEEDED 1 F for Winter Qtr
only 160 mo Call 352-6221

PERSONALS
GERBILSII 354-6292
Come hear Pam Dinerman
and Dan Kimple at the
SIDEDOOR
Bring your dad to the U A O
Dad's Dav Talent Show
Men. want plenty of food next
quarter''! Eat at the Alpha
Epsilon Pi house-call 2 2810 or
2-5334
FINDERS has new musk- at
128 N Main St Try the new
Sly & Family Stone-Epic.
I'umble PieA&M Barbara
Streisand-Columbia.
Cat
Stevens-AtM. Wbo-Derca.
Glass 1'irp-Decca Cactus
Alco. John Mayall-Polydor
Full selection of Diamond
phono needles
Co-ed lo live in for room It
Board in exchange (or babysitting and light house work.
823-4942 mot long distance)
Williamsburg-on the-River
PAGLIAI s NEW POURS 3
until 2 Sun thru Thura 3 until 3
Fri 4 Sat Pagliai's 1004 S
Main 352-7571
Come bear Pam Dinerman
and Dan Kimple al the
SIDEDOOR
FRIENDS remember the
flower stand on the comer'

13 portable T V Best oiler
352-0940
Fender Bandmaster
late
style. 1175 372-3854
——————
12X50 1969 Liberty traitor
(um It carpeted, on lot 3526235
21 ' color T V for sale $75-contact Mark Solow 352-7909

Apt sublease lor 1 or 2 Spring
«nd Summer Qtrs CI'EAP
call Kathy or Lynn 352-6418
Female roommates needed I
or 2 to sublease apt Winter or
Spring $75 a month. Winthrop Terrace-call Lynn 3525479
_
Eff Greenview
$130 a mo
fill pd 352-1194.2 6 pm
»—
2 bd apt at Greenview sub
lease 352 9119

For Sale 10-speed ATALA 3
months used $85 352-097".
Fm rmle by Nov IS NO
deposit 165 353-2721 '. blk Irm
For Sale girl's bike. Vista, campus
27'5-speed Call 2-5463
——-—Fourth girl needed for
I'ungry? Meal tickets-reduced remainder of school year
rates-call 372-5129
First months rent tree $43.75
-—
per month Call 352-0642
67 VW. Sunroof MOO or belt between 10 am 2 30 pm
offer. Call 3634*61 t between 5
and 7 pm i
IF roommate needed Winter
cloae to campus call Debbie
For sale 1964 V.W. bus. Ex 352-7744
cond. New Paint 3524446
2 malei needed for double
For sale: 1969 Karmana Ghia room on Pike St close to cam
call 352-0340
pus Call 354-4284 or 353 8593
1968 Toyota ex cond call 372- Naad 1 lm rmte lo sublet WtiS
$171 ex. 19
new S-man apt close to campus: 15$ month, call Cindy
Female wanted immediately 371-2819 iBG N«w»> or 352lo share mobile home aear 5451 alter 7 pm
campui$40/mo 334-H6S

Th«tON»w»,m«y,Mnnmfci 11 Wi/»«a»7

After fast 5- 7 beginning
hooters slump to 5-4-1
By Joe Barckick
Sports Writer

starters out we should have
been able to still show some
enthusiasm and hustle as
before. But this we did not and
it hurt greatly."

For most soccer teams, the
soccer schedule usually runs
about ten games.
For the Bowling Green
"WE SHOULD have been
soccer team this holds true as able to beat Ohio State and
they did have a ten team Denison but we were not
schedule. But. after posting an ready for either game." he
impressive 5-1 mark after six added "We did nothing down
outings the Falcons must have at Ohio State and we only
forgotten about their remain- played one good quarter at
ing four games as they Denison."
dropped three of them for an
Freshman goalie Bill Heyne
unimpressive 5-4-1 overall who did a brilliant job in
slate
filling in for injured goalie
"We just played cruddy John Essig at the beginning of
after our loss to Michigan the season and maintained the
State," inside left Warren starting goalie job throughout
Heede commented. After that the season, attributed the
game everyone iust let down great letdown to the Michigan
completely."
State game
Coach Mickey Cochrane
expressed similar feelings
about the Falcon booters' season.
"It was a very disappointing
season." Cochrane stated
By Daa Casseday
"We surprised ourselves in
Sports Writer
the first half of the season as
Operation rebound begins
we were 5-1 but after the for the Falcon cross country
Michigan State game every- team when it runs in the
one jii_t really letdown."
Central Collegiates at Air
Force tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.
THE FALCONS, despite
The object of the operation
their drastic second half col- will be Bowling Green's
lapse did show some good attempt to bounce back from
spots during the season. For its disappointing second place
one the defense comprised of finish at the Mid-American
seniors Howie Siegel and Bob Conference
meet
last
Gcfus and freshman Bud weekend.
Lewis d.d an outstanding job
The success of that
the first eight games of the operation looks promising for
season as they only yielded 11 several reasons.
goals, most of those coming in
One: Miami, which upset
BG's 6-0 loss to Akron the BG at the MAC. won't be
second game of the season.
participating in the race at
But in their final two Colorado Springs.
The
games, the defense proved Redskins are hosting a
shaky as they surrendered 11 Federation meet tomorrow.
goals equalling the eight game
Two: Big Ten teams are
total.
holding their Conference race
Another bright spot on the this weekend and will also be
squad was the play of the front absent.
line of Warren Heede. Joe
Three: The usual publicity
Costa, Rich Cotton and Chris surrounding the Big Eight
Bartels.
This
quartet Conference squads is not so
accounted for 27 of the team's prominent this year.
37 points with Heede taking
Most important as far as
honors with 11. He posted coach Mel Hm.li is concerned,
eight goals and three assists.
though, is his assurance that
But the front line also had the MAC defeat is just a thing
their troubles as Costa and of the past and that the
l.'eede sustained injuries late Falcons are ready for an
in the season and did not play immediate turnabout.
up to par, although Heede had
"We aren't using any meets
a three-goal outburst against from here on in as stepping
Denison. Costa after sus- stones." Brodt assured,
taining a serious ankle sprain referring to the tomorrow's
in the Michigan State game Central Collegiates, and the
sat out most of the remaining Nationals and United States
action.
Track and Field Federation
But Cochrane does not meets which take place Nov.
solely attribute injuries to the 22nd and 24th.
Falcons' demise late in the
THE SAME SEVEN that
season.
"Our injuries definitely hurt have run as a unit since the
us some." Cochrane stated. injury of Craig Macdonald
"But even with our key made the eight a.m. flight

"Everyone was really haps this carried on the rest of
psyched for Michigan State the season."
and we did give them a great
game for more than three
"Sure our injuries were
quarters," Heyne recalled. somewhat a factor late in the
"But after they scored their season." he added. "But we
goals, we just gave up. Per- still should have been consistant and not let down."
NEXT SEASON looms as a
very big question mark for

4?

Cochrane and the Falcons.
The front line of Cotton,
Heede. Costa and Bartels will
be back along with Dave
Syminski. Bud Lewis and Bill
Heyne giving BG an excellent
scoring punch. But gone will
be Siegel and Goful leaving
big gaps in the defense. Also
Cochrane will lose Don Gable.
Ivan Madar and John Essig to
graduation

sporrs
Harriers seek comeback

TnG

BHO

Only lh« mamorias remain of this season's Bowling Groan
soccor match**. After a fast start, the Falcons slumped and
concluded what coach Mickey Cochrane termed a
"disappointing season." The hooters' final record was 5-4-1.

Cook, seven minute tailback
looks forward to final game
By Vin Mr.nr.lv

Neither the dollar signs of a
possible pro contract, nor a
MM-.mil ul of record breaking
statistics have anything to do
with
the
significance the
Xavier game holds for John
Cook, a sub senior tailback
A five year man, John's
total collegiate playing time
to date adds up to seven
minutes.
His career as a
Falcon has been a frustrating
one. perhaps more than other
players would be willing to
endure
In fact, last year Cook
decided he needed football no
longer
A knee injury freshman
year, redshirted as a
sophomore, then a futile stint
at defensive back, and finally
the despair of realizing he
wouldn't get the starting
wingback job he wanted so
badly last year, all combined
on his conscience just before
the 1970 season opener and he
quit the team.
From out of this collage of
mixed emotions one feeling
remained constant, however,
and it became more apparent
to Cook as the season wore on.
"I saw Michigan and Notre
Dame play a couple of games
at the end of the season and it
gave me this real empty
feeling." he admitted. "I'd
dedicated mvself to football
and I felt like I'd thrown out a
big part .if my life

After the season's end John
went back to coach Nehlen.
asked for and got a second
chance Nehlen warned him
though that making the team
would be an uphill battle.
"I.'e felt I'd done the team
an injustice by quitting."
John admitted.
"and the
undefeated freshman team
was coming up."
JOHN MADE the most of
his second chance in spring
drills, and despite a sprained
ankle he made the spring
game's most spectacular
plav
"We were starting our third
offensive series when I went
up to coach Chismar and told
him my ankle was OK," John
recalled. "He sent me in, and
on the first play, we (the
white team l ran a play-action
pass, and I caught it for a 55
yard touchdown "
The last time John was
involved in any kind of
scoring play was a year and a
half before. As a sophomore
comerback he was beaten for
a last second touchdown in
Bowling Green's lopsided
win over Northern Illinois in
the 1969 finale.
"I felt so bad after that. I
got in and out of that locker
room as fast as I could." John
recalled. "That was my
personal all time low."
Following spring drills John
was second only to Bill
Pittman at wingback, but then
Tony Bell a super-soph who
had been ineligible freshman

year came on the this fall, and
John went to the third team.
With the season underway,
and the Bell-Pittman duo
becoming more potent. Cook
got to thinking again, and
made his move just after midseason.
"I'VE ONLY played five
minutes
lagainst
East
Carolina, he picked up 12
yards on one wingback carry I
so far." said John, "sol asked
to be changed to tailback."
"I figured that the only
chance to play would be the
Xavier game." he said. "For
every one time the wingback
has the ball thrown to him. or
runs with it. the tailback has
five or six opportunities.''
HOPING EVERY senior
Falcon gets a chance to play
Saturday. John is anxious to
vent this "gutty feeling" from
within.
"Nobody's seen what I'm
capable of doing, but I fault no
one but myself," he said. "I
haven't taken full advantage
of my opportunites. either
because of injuries or bad
circumstances."
Ultimately John's goal is a
college head coaching job, but
right now, as a player, the big
moment hopefully will be when
he gets the ball Saturday
"I wish," said John, "I
could take all of the emotion
and feeling I've had the last
five years about football, and
express it in this game."
"Xavier's defenders would
never know what hit them."
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DO THE DEAD RETURN?

ANDRE' KOLE KNOWS!

SENIOR CLASS PORTRAITS
ARE BEING SCHEDULED
AND
TAKEN
at the
KEY OFFICE
310 Student Services Bldg.
372-2656

from Toledo airport this
morning to compete against
some of the top teams in the
Midwest.
Brodt could only guess what
teams will show up tomorrow,
other than
top Big Eight
teams like Kansas and Kansas
State
Other squads that should
participate include Western
Illinois. Northern Illinois, host
Air Force, Drake, Western
Michigan. Notre Dane.
Depaul and Loyola.
Western Michigan is the
defending champion of the

"We have got to find some
way of instilling some spark:
some enthusiasm and hustle
into our squad. We had the
talent and skill to be good this
year but at times we did lack
hustle on the field-especially
towards the end of the season," explained Cochrane.
"Many times we were not
ready to play at gametime."
"We definitely cannot let
this happen next year," Me
concluded "I do not know how
it will come about but some
spark and enthusiasm must be
instilled."

FABULOUS
SIGHTS!
FABULOUS THRILLS!

LEfiEND S M6HTIEST WARMOft
HIS GREATEST MYEHTURti!

THIS WEEK:
NOV. 10-NOV. 16
B«affiM«paM7:1S
Emaraas at IN
Sat.. Sun it 4 30,180

WELCOME
DADS

1 WINNER OF 2
ACADEMY AWARDS!

Ryan's
Daughter

FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
HARDY 99c BREAKFAST
LUNCHEONS & DINNERS
STARTING AT 11 00 AM

a DUTCH PANTRY
*>l »

Call or Come in Today!

Central Collegiates
They'll
be led by Gary Harris, runnerup the past two years at the
MAC.
Harris and teammate Steve
Slinzi finished fourth and
fifth, respectively, in the
Central Collegiates last year.
Dave Wottle. who didn't run
in the meet last year because
of a stress fracture, will try to
extend his 1971 unbeaten
streak.
But the senior captain will
need lots of help to get, the
Falcons back on right track in
Colorado.

But although a great concern, replacing these players
is not the major item on
Cochrane's mind for next
year

FAMILY RESTAURANT

I 7.-. * I

•

W,.,Mrr

THURSDAY IS
|BGSU STUDENT NITE
Al shrfots wit■ I 0.-J1
Higli School itudinti wlcm

NEXT WEEK:

DAIRY TWIST PIZZA
EVERY 10th Pizza Delivered Per Night Is Yours

H
W

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY!
Saturday, November 13,8:00 P.M.
in the Grand Ballroom
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

FREE - NO CHARGE
TAKE A CHANCE - IT MIGHT BE YOU
STARTS TODAY AND GOES TILL THANKSGIVING
PHONE 354-9933

6 P.M. to 12 P.M.

NOV. 17 -NOV. 23
• WINNER 0F 6
ACADEMY AWARDS!

DOCTOR
ZHilAGO

•e#e i/The to News, Friday, Nmnkr U. Wl

Spartans encounter
Ice Arena frenzy
By Fred R Onlip
Assistant Sports Editor

Watt as one of the best net
minders in the Western Conference...and that ain't hay.
While Vivian said he wasn't
pleased with his team's performance in practice early in
the week, he did say his
charges looked a lot sharper
after a closed-door meeting
prior to practice Wednesday.

Two standing room, sellout
crowds three days in
advance...the upstart Falcons
thirsting for national recognition, the highly touted Spartans standing as a formidible
barrier.
It all adds up to one important, power-packed weekend
"They were listless and
of hockey at the Ice Arena; a
there was a lack of team
series Bowling Green could
"Then
employ as a real stepping effort." he said.
Wednesday after the meeting,
stone to national ranking and a
possible post season NCAA
tournament bid

they were an altogether
different team. I didn't even
ask them what went on."
"IT WASN'T anything that
the outside world should know
about," said captain Glen
Shirton,
regarding
the
meeting. "We just discussed
this weekend and how big
these games are."
The fact the two-game
series was a sellout so far in
advance (the first ever) has
Vivian somewhat concerned

While Falcon coach Jack
Vivian is calling Michigan
State "the Clarkson on this
year's schedule.'' this series
looms even bigger. There's
more at stake.
THE SPARTANS will bring
a team that was ranked
seventh in the nation last season, the best MSI' club in the
17-year-history of hockey at
the East Lansing school

Face-off

By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

"ONE OP THE keys is to
keep those two guys off the
scoreboard," said Vivian in
discussing his team's chances.
"It's going to have to be a
total team effort with no
lapses just like against Clarkson."

eyfte
RefereO

Tn
* authority of the hockey official will
have to bo made early in the Michigan

POVVGr

State series at suggested by this scone
during last weekend's matches.

Although the record of
Xavier doesn't show cause for
alarm. Bowling Green head
football coach Don Nehlen
doesn't take the Musketeers
lightly
"I'm kind of surprised they
haven't won a game," said
Nehlen. "I'm worried todeath
about Xavier. It's so difficult
to coach a football team when
it's snowy and cold outside."
Nehlen and the Falcons ran
into the weather problem
head-on this week as the
Tuesday practice had to be
held in (he Men's Gym. The
cold and wet conditions made
it impossible for Bti to
practice outside
"We lost a big work day
outside.
We
eliminated
individual and group work.

went
to team work,"
commented Nehlen. "You
can't practice football on a
basketball floor You can't run
because of fear of shin splints,
you can't block, tackle or do
anything like that "
Besides weather problems
Nehlen also has to convince
his players that Xavier is

But there has also been
some outstanding play from
the senior members of the
Falcon squad. Tomorrow will
mark the last home
appearance for 14 seniors that
have provided the leadership
and experience for the
sophomore-dominated
Falcons.
Providing leadership for the
young offensive line is center
Dennis Maupin 'Maupin is
the best center we've had.
commented head coach Don
Nehlen. Maupin will be out to
unseat two-time all-MAC
center Fred Blosser of Kent
when the all-MAC voting takes
place Nov. 22, in Columbus.

One player who has
improved with the additional
pressure from the sophomores
is fullback Jerry Fields
Fields has helped the highly
ranked BG offense with both
his ball-carrying ability and
also with his blocking for
tailback Miles

"FIELDS IS a fine fullback.
He has improved this year
because of the competition.
He looks behind and there is
somebody ready to play. Last
year be looked behind him and
all there was was the wind."
said Nehlen.
Other offensive seniors who
have lent experience and
leadership to the Falcons are
quick guard Gene Nicolini.
tailback John Cook, strong

his own last week at
University of Texas-Arlington
when he hit four of four extra
points and two of two field
goal tries, seems to have won
Anchoring the left side of the place kicking job for the
the Bowling Green defense rest of the season.
are three seniors: I.an,in
Meador. a second year starter
"(BILL)WITTE has lost the
at left
tackle.
Rich snap in his leg because he
Duetemeyer, a regular this kicks all practice, while
year at left linebacker and Shestina does things with the
Joe Keetle at the left offense."
commented
cornerback spot.
tackle Al Pease, and split end
Mark Pillar Nicolini started
several games this season at
quick guard for BG.

Nehlen. "We decided to go
with him (Shestina) about
7:45 in Texas (game time
8:30) when he was booming
them before the game Witte
will continue to punt and
Shestina will do everything
else."
Don Plusquellic is the last
senior on the BG squad and he
will not see a minute of action
this season because of a
shoulder injury that has not

indeed a tough team and that
they are not to be taken lightly
even though they have an 0-8
record.

"XAVIER HAS some big
people and they have been
able to score against everyone
they play," said Nehlen.
The
Musketeers
are
basically a running team,
using
the
Wishbone-T
offensive set The Wishbone is
more of a running formation
rather than a passing one.

#

SPOTTS

Fourteen seniors play last home game
There has been a lot of talk
on the Bowling Green football
scene this season about the
super-sophs. Reid Lamport.
Paul Miles and company

Falcon right-winger Bob Watson prepares for a face-off with a Ryorson
opponent during last weekend's series. Foce-oH time for this week's Michigan
SfOtO series is 7:30 p.m. both nights

Falcons face winless Xavier

Not far behind was center
Gilles Gagnon who racked up
27 goals and 26 assists for S3
points.

COACH AMO Bessone rates

MEANWHILE, SHIRTON
doesn't think the added
pressure will be much of a
problem. "After the first or
second shift you pretty much
lose your nervousness," he
said. "Then it's just another
game. The older guys can
keep them (the youngsters)
cool just by playing well.
While it may be "just
another game" after the first
or second shift to Shirton and
Co., it's probably the most
pivotal two games the young
Falcons have played yet

Musketeers worry Nehlen

Heading up MSU's offensive
fire power that physically handled the Falcons twice last
season, 7-2 and 6-2. is Don
"Zippy" Thompson, a 5'5".
ISO-pound speedster who
totaled 19 goals and a school
record 38 assists for 57 points.

Vivian was referring to the
Falcons' 7-4 win last season
over the-then sixth ranked
Knights
The offensive-minded
Falcons, who chalked up 18
goals in their first two games,
should find scoring a little
tougher with goalie Jim Watt
in net for Michigan State

"This puts additional pressure
on our younger players," he
said.
"I would have liked to take
them out of here tonight
(Thursday) and bring them
right before the game," he
continued. "But only the
football team can do that."

responded
to
treatment
Plusquellic was the number
one quarterback before the
season started but injured his
shoulder the week before the
season openor against Ohio
University.
So even with all the talk of
the sophomores for the
Falcons the various seniors
have provided leadership and
a firm foundation for Bowling
Green-Carle.

The main runners for
Xavier are fullback Ivy
Williams who is averaging
about four yards per carry and
running back AlbertBanks who
is averaging four-and-a-half
yards a try. Williams is also
one of the top receivers on the
team
"They have a fine, fine back
in Williams." commented
Nehlen. "And Banks isn't a
bad runner either."
Xavier has used the two
quarterback system this year
with Paul Smith and Tim
Dydo alternating.
Nehlen
indicated that Smith is the one
to watch.
A major problem of the
Musketeers this season has
been their inability to prevent
the long pass. Nehlen thinks
this has been the major
problem for Xavier, that they
have big people up front but
have the ball thrown over

their heads for touchdowns.
THE FALCONS are sure to
take advantage of this
weakness but first will test
the Musketeers'
running
defense with Paul Miles.
Jerry Fields. Tony Bell and
Bill Pittman.
Miles was
named
co-Mid-American
Conference offensive player
of the week for his 145 yard
performance
against
University
of TexasArlington In that game he
became only the second
player in BG history to gain
over 1,000 yards in a season.

Everyone else will be ready
to go for Bowling Green.
Everyone, that, is but Nehlen
who seems to get stomach
problems when he plays a
team like Xavier

"I get ulcers with teams
like Xavier. They really worry
me. We will have to go into the
game to win and we will have
to execute to do that." added
Bob Hitchens of Miami Nehlen
shared the offensive honors
ADDED
THOUGHTS
As Miles
with Miles It was the second' DEPARTMENT
such honor for Miles and the becomes more prominent in
fourth for a Bowling Green national statistics, the talk at
player this season
Other the weekly press conference
winners were quarterback with Nehlen always seems to
Reid
Lamport
and turn to how long will you leave
him i Miles) in if you get 30 or
monsterback Julius Livas.
40 points ahead and how many
Miles is also ranked sixth in times do you run him in a
the nation intotal rushing with game
an average of 133.7 yards a
The last time these
game. IV also ranks 25th in
all-purpose running with a 130 questions were asked was
before the Marshall game and
yard average.
that contest had an adverse
There is also another outcome for the Falcons. It
national slat BG is ranked, was not mentioned as much
and that is total defense. The before the UTA game but the
Falcons are one of four MAC questions popped up again this
teams ranked in the top 12. week. Could this be a hint of
Toledo is fourth. Miami is destiny' Will history repeat
fifth. Western Michigan 10th itself?
and Bowling Green 12th.
As Nehlen says. "I will
think about it (Miles running
BUT BEFORE thinking of additional times) when the
national rankings the Falcons time comes: sometime in the
future the shoe will be on the
other foot."

Meador spent a season on
offense but found a home last
year at defensive tackle and
has been a consistent player
all year. Meador was
honorable mention all-MAC
last season.

Bullets deal
The Pearl'
to Knicks

DUETEMEYER.
already
a two-year letterman is
playing his third position in
three years for the Falcons.
"Dude" was an honorable
mention all-MAC performer
at middle guard last year
after lettering at linebacker
his sophomore year.
The only returning starter
in the secondary this season
was Keetle. He is another twoyear letterman for BG.
When Keetle was replacea
in the defensive backfield It
was usually with one of two
seniors, Gary Schaefer or
Norm Killstorm. Schaefer
played both offense and
defense last season while
winning a letter.
Another defensive senior is
Dave Konowal who has seen
limited action this year.
Kicking specialist Stu
Shestina, who has been used
mainly to kick-oft, came into

must first beat Xavier and
Dayton. BG goes into the
Xavier game with only
Jamie llenneberry hurting,
llenneberry has a bruised
thigh muscle.

Sen/or

Bowling Green's senior fullback Jerry Raid* (41)
rambles for yardage during a Mid American
Conference dash with Western Michigan. Thirteen
other Mcon seniors oleng with Jewry wM bo

bi the* final homo fame of the season
Xavier invades for a Dad's Day contest
tomorrow.

BALTIMORE AP-The Baltimore Bullets have traded Earl
Monroe to the New York
Knicks for Dave Stallworth,
Mike Riordan and cash, the
Bullets announced yesterday.
' The trade ended the
speculation over what would
happen to Monroe, a guard.
The Bullets obtained the
contracts of Stallworth, a forward, Riordan, a guard, and
an undisclosed amount of
cash.
Monroe, who had delivered
a "trade me or else" ultimatum to Bullets owner Abe
Poll in Sept. 8 invoked the "or
else" part of his threat one
month later, when he failed to
appear for a game against the
Knicks.
At the same time, he
informed the National Basketball Association club he would
no longer play for them, the
Bullets said
Monroe was immediately
suspended and has not played
since.

